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The saga of the ill-fated
Korean Air Lines flight 007 continues to make front page news
two weeks after a Soviet fighter
shot down the plane with 269
people aboard.
On Monday, the United States
forced the Soviet Union to use 'ts
veto power in the United Nations
Security Council to keep a
resolution calling for an investigation of the incident from
passing.
On Wednesday, the House of
Representatives
voted
416-0
passing a resolution condemning
the downing of the plane and
calling for international sanctions.
Thursday, the Senate started
debate on a stronger resolution
which may call for action such as
denying visas in 1984 for Soviet
Olympic athletes.
Around the world, Western
allies are also involved with sanctions against the Soviets including
cancellations of flights to and from
RuuM. Missing from the list of
countries following these sanctions
are France, Austria, and Switzerland.

The trial of ex-Pacifican editor·,
Gregg Goldman, started yesterday
with Judge Thomas B. Teaford granting a substitution of attorneys and
setting the date for further arraignment for September 29.
Goldman, who surrendered in late
August, is charged with one count of
grand theft and five counts of
forgery. The alleged crimes are
related to his activities as Pacifican
editor-in-chief between Nov. 3, 1982
and Jan. 5, 1983.
The case revolves around the accusation that Goldman set up his own
company, Data Diversion, and diverted money from Pacifican accounts
to that company.

Crime Down
Crime in the u.s: fell three
percent in 1982, down from 1981's
all time high, according to the FBI.
The number of serious crimes was
given as 12.9 million. The FBI
report titled Crime in the United
States reported that the only crime
to go up was assault. The report
also gave the number of arrests as
about 12.1 million.

Another Candidate
George S. M.<Jovem announced
last week, he is running for the
Democratic
nomination
for
President. Born in Avon, South
Dakota, McGovern was elected to
the U.S. House and then to the
Senate in 1962. In 1972, he won the
Democratic presidential nominati~n lost by
a landslide
to Rtchard Nixon. The 61 year-old
stands on a platform of peace and
brings the number of Democratic
hopefuls to seven.
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Pclcifican's ex-editor surrenders
trial begins with lawyer substitution

KALTragedy

Fighting
between
the
Lebanese army and leftist groups ·
has escalated the past weeks in
' Lebanon where the peacekeeping
forces of France, Italy, the United
Kingdom, and the United States
have come under flre. The attacking forces include the Druze of
Lebanon, Palestinian guerrillas
Syri~n troops
and perhaps
lramans. The leftists are being
supplied by Syria, who have connections with the U.S.S.R.
President Reagan. has sent
2000 more Marines and extra naval
vessels to the area to protect the
'1,200 Marines who act as a
peacekeeping force near Beirut.
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Serving the UOP community since 1908

By Frank Reichert
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Mmaatna Editor

Investigation into Pacifican funds
was conducted by the University
when a couple of companies dealing
with the paper were not receiving
payment, according to Goldman 's

replacement as editor, Dan Sousa.
· Goldman dropped out of school
When a shortage of funds ran into an after the Pub. Board replaced him
estimated $25,000 to $SO,OOO the with Sousa, ~d was reported to be
University turned the matter over to working as a stockbroker for the firm
the university police.
of Wedbush Noble Cook, Inc. The
Lt. William Correll of the replacement came during Goldman's
university's police signed the com- second semester of his senior year.
plaint which detailed five checks
The possibility of theft of
Goldman allegedly forged. These Pacifican funds has prompted the
checks were for amounts of at $2,079, Publications board to redefine the
$2,622, $3,2S1, $S,l9S and $4,064.
roll of the editor-in-chief. All
There were several large checks . checks will now require signature of
issued to Data Diversion found by in- Mindon, Sousa, and the business
. vestiglltors at a post office box in manager, Jim Butler. The business
Tarzana (Goldman's home town), ac- manager will now also deal with the
cording to police reports and the
billing and payments with ~e guidStockton Record.
ance of ASUOP business manager Tim
Both Doyle Minden, chairman O'Neill.
of the Pacifican Publications Board,
Unanswered questions include
and Dan Sousa say they have never exactly how much money is missing
had any business with Data Diversion from Pacifican books and if the
and could see no reason for money to University will press for a civil suit
be sent there.
against Goldman in an attempt to
Goldman originally surrendered . recover missing funds .
in Stockton Municipal court and then
The Gregg Goldman' case was
took himself to the San Joaquin best previewed by Judge Teaford
County J ail where he was booked. He when he mentioned that this is a
was released without bail.
complicated case.
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By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

A new eight-member group has
arrived at UOP. . Their act can be
seen on campus five days a week, as
they put themselves on stage before a
demanding university audience.
Fresh new faces .. With fresh new
ideas ... about teaching.
"New faculty are always very
positive to an institution, in that they
bring a lot of enthusiasm to a new
position. They bring new ideas,"
said COP Assistant Dean Don Duns
about the new COP faculty appointments this year.
The College of the Pacific has
appointed eight new full-time faculty
members, an average number for fall
semester according to the Office of
the Academic Vice-President.
This year's new staff includes
H.
Hyerle
(Assistant
Robert
Professor), Maryl J. Landess (lnstiictor),
and
David
Lundy
(Assistant Professor) in the ~ath
Department·Dick Kakuda (Assistant
Professor) ~nd Dr. Merrill Schleier
(Assistant Professor) in the Art
Department; Dr. David E. Keefe
(Chair) in the Economics Department; Dr. Donald S. Mayo
(Assistant Professor) and Lorel M.
Scott (Assistant Professor) in the
Communication Departmer:tt.
According to Dean Duns, new
faculty are hired into COP. when
former members leave or retare, or
the department expresses the need to
hire an additional faculty member.
The department would then proceed
to submit its request to the COP Dean
(Roy A. Whiteker).
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Ex-Editor Gregg Goldman pictured towards the end ofhis term last year.

fa c s for a new year
If the Dean sees need for a new
appointment, he then requests an
authorization to hire from the
Academic Vice-President (Clifford J.
Hand). The authorization is granted
if the Academic Vice-President finds
sufficient need and funds, and the
Dean is then informed to notify the
department to beg!n its faculty search.
ch.
Faculty searches are conducted
locally, and/ or nationally, The Dean
advertises
in
the
appropriate
journals
and
publications
(e.g.,
Chronicle of Higher Education), and
the University will receive candidates'
resumes. A departmental committee
is formed to screen the candidates
and select two or three finalists for
the opening.
The finalists are invited to the
University for a one or two-day series
of interviews. The interviews provide
the department faculty and chief administrative offices the opportunity
to meet the candidate. From these intervie~s. one candidate can be offered the position.
If no candidate is found to fit the
position, the department must then
"extend . the search" by either
reviewing again the list of possible
applicants, or by requesting additional applications. If a new candidate is found, a departmental
recommendation is made to the
Dean, and the Academic Office
receives a letter expressing department's desire to hire the candidate.
The Academic Vice President
writes an appointment letter, inviting
the candidate to become a faculty
member. The candidate accepts the

position by signing and returning the
contract. The chair of the search
committee files an Affirmative Action report, which insures that all persons, regardless of sex, race or
national origin, had an opportunity
to be considered for the position.
"They are in some ways inexperienced in terms of teaching," said

B.O.S.
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By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

The fate of the Rathskeller and
of university students' stomachs was
the issue at the first ASUOP Senate
Meeting held Wednesday evening in
the Regent's Room.
"Presently the Rathskeller is not
honoring meal cards during the meal
hours, but is serving a full-line
menu" said ASUOP Vice-President
Jerry Tseng in his office Wednesday
afternoon. Tseng, who also chairs the
Senate, was explaining the current
Rathskeller situation.
"This is an experiment on the
Food Service's part to see how successful that would be," Tseng added.
"One of the major reasons for
changing to this type of format was to
allow a place for off-campus students
to eat and gather.''
The Senate meeting was called to
order at 7:10 p.m. with 32 Senators
present. Tseng estimates some 20
students attended the meeting,
although only 12 guests had signed the
register. The evening's new business

Dean Duns about the new appointments. "Some of them are brand
new faculty because they've just
received their degrees.
"But in other wavs," Dean Duns
added, "They're the best trained
people we have--because their degrees
are new and current, and their research interests are high. So the new

faculty is very beneficial on campus.
They 'shake us up' a bit--keep us
from getting complacent.' '
(Note: This is the first in a series
of articles about new UOP faculty
appointments. Next week: a closer
look at some of our new COP
faculty.)

stomachs on mind
mainly concentrated on the issue of
the Rathskeller.
At the meeting, Food Service
Director Paul Fairbrooks explained
the current situation, but was reluctant· to comment on the progress of
the Rathskeller experiment.
"Paul Fairbrooks' main concern
was that the Rathskeller has been in .
this style of operation for only a
week" Tseng said. "He did not want
to make any conclusions. Another
Senator asked how long would it take
to gain hard information that a
decision could be based on. He
(Fairbrooks) referred the question to
Rathskeller manager (Kathy Hansen) and she said it's hard to say. "At
least a semester, if not the full school
year."
Senators
posed
various
possibilities with regard to what can
be dope with the Rathskeller. But no
decision was reached. This first
meeting, according to Tseng, was
essentially an informational one.
''The Senators were given comment sheets and have been requested
to discuss the ,issue with their con-

stituencies and ask f9r their feelings
on the issue,'' explained Tseng.
The Senators have been asked to
return their comment sheets by September 19 so they can reach a consensus and present any motions or instructions to Fairbrooks at the September 20 meeting.
"Paul is more than willing to
listen to the students' comments and
input," said Tseng. "In the past,
he's seemed to listen to it and take it
very seriously into mind.''
Next week's meeting (Sept. 20)
should resolve the issue, according to
Tseng. "If it isn't," be added, "the
issue will be referred to a committee."
Next week's meeting will also
revolve around the Community Involvement Program. The CIP issue
was moved from this first meeting
agenda to the following Sept. 20
meeting. The issue was moved
because, according to Tseng, the CIP
issue is "no longer crucial at this
moment."
"Originally, ASUOP was going
to be charging CIP students the
(Continued on page J column j)

America's Cup
The U.S. YACHT Liberty,
With Dennis Conner as its skipper,
took a 2-0 lead in the best-of-seven ti
COtnpetition yesterday. Although ~
dianenger, Australia II, fdcd a ~
Protest after race two, the
•liiiW!m•ii'l'""*
· American boat has raised hopes ~
for a successful 2Sth straight
defense of yachting's most prized ~
if
trophy.
A scenie wide angle view of the University of the Pacific taken from the cam·pus's west border. Shown from left to right, Tiger Stadium, the Quads, the -Spanos Center. and In the distance. Burns
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EDITORIAL
Questions
What are your thoughts on the
Soviet fighter pilot shooting down
the unarmed civilian Korean Air
Lines jet?

Daniel Charlton
Senior
Bio Major
I think to shoot down an
unarmed civilian Korean jet is barbaric in nature. May I suggest that
we simply put a freeze on all round
trip tours to the Soviet Union.

Karen Strickland,
Junio
Political Science
I think that what they did was
inexcusable. I feel the President
has done all he can to retaliate with
sanctions against them. What can
you do to them. No one will start a
nuclear war about the whole thing.
It's unbelievable that they would
even try somethinlllike that.

Lisa White
Junior
SBPA
I think that the President's
reaction isn't severe enough. I saw
him on TV and I think that the fact
that were not really putting any
economic restrictions on Russia
right now is kind of deplorable. I
think that even though it will hurt
our country to put some restrictions it's worth it in this case. I
can't believe they did it.

Tonette Frisby
Senior
Conservatory
First of all, I don't think we
should even get involved in it. The
U.S. has a problem in that they
always want to be the intermediary
between countries, but that won't
always work.

A fresh year
for Pacifican;
The Pacifican proudly begins publication today for the
1983-84 school year and as Editor-in-Chief i would like to
welcome all new and returning students to UOP.
Last year was a rough period, as the lead story on page one
indicates, for The Padfkan. Along with the f'mancial problems,
the paper suffered a lack of leadership and organization.
Beginning last semester and continuing throughout the
summer, the whole staff has worked to solve all the problems that
plagued the paper. The addition of a new advisor, Durlynn
Anema, has helped the paper greatly.
To ensure that the paper never again is open to theft of its
funds, it has reorganized its business procedures. The new
business manager, senior Jim Butler, was hired by the paper's
Publication Board (comprised of administrators, faculty, and
students) instead of by the Editor-in-Chief as was previous policy.
Butler will work closely with ASUOP's business manager, Tim
O'Neill, who will be a f'mancial advisor to the paper. For the f'trst
time in its history the paper will f'mish in the Black. This is needed
not to turn a prof'tt but to attack our impending debt from
previous years. You may notice an increase in the number of ads
we run in order to gain this needed revenue.
Without more ads than in previous years, the paper could
not publish. Our new Ad Managers, Alison Rae Gillf'tllan and
Jeff Radcliff, have worked hard to ensure that the ads run are of
benef'tt to you~ the reader. In fact, there are ~ght coupon ads
alone in this f'rrst issue.
The staff is excited at the prospects of this new year. We are
trying to make the paper more pleasing to the average students'
tastes. We have added "Pacif'tc Talk," "Camp Pacif'tc
Reviewed" and a format of more pictur~ and feature stories.
We can't produce a quality student newspaper without
student involvement. The paper needs many more writers and
photographers. All are welcome to apply in person to third floor
North Hall. Letters to the editor and guest column are encouraged and welcomed. Whether you are happy or unhappy
with what we are doing, please let us know. We need your feedback to improve.
We have a fresh new staff that includes Frank Reichert
(Managing Editor), Drew Hagen (Photography Editor),
Laurie Kirkwood (Production Manager), Dawn Polvorosa
(Entertainment/Feature Editor), and Dave Farlow (Art
Design), returning and newcomers Cheryl Tollefson (News
editor), Dave Rosselli (Sports Editor), Aimee Donlon
(Editorial/OPinion Editor), and Karen Campbell (Assistant
News Editor).
With our f'mancial troubles behind us as well as all of last
year's problems, we look forward to a fantastic year~

The small school ...
The University of the Pacif'tc is a relatively small school and
as such offers many opportunities for student involvement. This
opportunity is unique in itself and in order to receive the most
from one's college education it is advisable to join an
organization or club and lend to the college experience.
It is important to remember that when a student becomes a
part of a working organization or system that they also becomes a
representative for it. It is for this reason that a student or member
of any organization should be criticially aware of-his/her actions
at all times for these actions can reflect upon the organization itself.
Individual responsibility cannot be stressed here enough. An
individual must commit themselves to this concept in a totally
aware manner for this is an obligation that cannot be taken
lightly.
By attending the university of the Pacif'tc we become part of
the University and its history. Any illicit or negligible acts can
reflect badly upon the university and its members.
·

The Pacifican strives to serve the university and its students
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Letters to the Editor
Senators want Supreme Court
Third, it is necessary for the sucDear Editor:
Tuesday, September 13, it was cessful and complete functioning of
brought to my attention by ASUOP this governing body.
Fourth, it serves as an educating
Academic Affairs Director . Jennifer
Lockey, that the future· of the experience, adding' to the exand
development
ASUOP Supreme Court was in tracurricular
jeopardy, the judicial branch of education of students at UOP. Indeed, among the objectives stated in
ASUOP's government.
.
The Executive branch within the Preamble of the ASUOP ConASUOP was placing the existence of stitution are : Section 1.4, "to assist
each student of the University to obthe Judicial branch in abeyance.
There would be a committee tain the greatest value from his/her
established, yes another committee, educational exPerience;" and Section
to determine the fate of ASUOP's
1.5, "to promote .the spirit of inThe Supreme Court, "in conjucdividual involvement. and community
tion with its long tradition of dissent,
responsibility among Pacific studenserves to clarify, refme, and test the ts."
philosophic ideals written into the
Fifth, Jennifer Lockey has
Constitution and translate them into verified there exists a genuine and
working principles," the World Book substantial interest among a number
Encyclopedia says. It is one of the of students this year to be involved
three branches within democratic
governments that counter balance
each other.
There are many sound and
necessary rea8ons why the ASUOP
Dear Editor;
·Supreme Court should exist and funFive Communications professors
ction as a viable and contributing en- left this year and I think they took the
tity of student government at UOP.
once reputable department with
First, and most importantly, the Con- them. Communications students were
stitution of ASUOP specifies that the hit with the news upon returning this
Supreme Court will exist and operate.
fall. For being one of the most expenSecond, as the aforementioned sive schools in California, I think this
quote from the World Book En- is appalling and an embarrassment.
cyclopedia states, it is "traditional"
It is a big disappointment to
to all democratic governments. It walk into _one of your required major
CO!l}Pietes the three brach check-and- classes m the Communications
balance system within these govern- Department and have the professor
ments.
· admit he doesn't know the material.

OUR POLICY

(/

MontyGri~
ASUOPSen~

BrianM~

ASUOPSenili!

The Pacifican
Dan Sousa
Editor-in-Chief

The Pacifican is published .
eve~y F~iday by students of the
Um~erslty of the Pacific, except
durzng vacation periods. Comments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and letters to the editor are limited to 250
words and should be submitted in
typed form by 5 p.m. Tuesday to
the Pacifican, 3rd floor, North
Hall. _The Pacifican staff reserves
the rt~ht to edit all submitted
matenal. Editorial comments
reflect_ the views of the Pacifican
edrtorral board, unless signed.
Staff Members of the
Pa~ifica~ can be reached at
Umversr.ty
of . the
Pacific,
Stockton,
California
95211
(209)946-2 114.
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The Pacijican has undergone a great deal of stress as it has'

•/
John McCormack
Sophomore
Engineering Management Major
I think it was an unbelievable
action. It is unexcusable. Thus, we
should boycott all imported
Russian Vodka. This will also
help our country by saving the lives
of all of those who might overdose
on Kamacazies.

If

communi .cations ~ Dept ..

stru~ed ~o r~gain its f'':Ile reputation after an individual neglected his o_bligations to t~ newspaper and acted in such a way that

would disgrace any prideful organization.
Acting. self'Ishly ~d disregarding the ties and obligations he
put upo~ ~lf, this ex-staff member placed a dark smear on
The Pacijican m
. the eyes. of faculty • students • and administr'ators
alike. Th e Paci(ic_an
strives to serve all University of the Pacif'tc
students and this JOb seems to have slipped his mind
The pacijican ~hes to. C?ntinue on its present ~urse for the
past must be put behind. MisJudgements in character lead to thi
unfortunate incident which has reflected both on Th R ifi s
e ac tcan
and the university itself.
It. is ~ost important now to realize that The Pacifican and
the Uruvers1ty of the Pacif'tc are f'me institutions and will
·
as such.
.
continue

with this Supreme Court.
Considering these five forem<l
and independent reasons, (plus maa,
others) why is ASUOP's Executi~
branch considering terminating tt
Supreme Court. The Supreme Co11
works for you, the students, and il
elimination would be detrimental "
the educational experience that 'II
expect.
I urge all students to voice the~
grave concerns of this issue to th~
ASUOP Senator or to the ASU~
office. We must unite to save Ill
complete functioning and integrity~
our government.

Robinhood Dr.
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Attacker hits Grace-Coven, gets burned, and escapes
By Karen Campbell

struggled to the bed where the suspect with collar length blond hair. The
said, "Don't try anything fancy and suspect was wearing blue "OP" shorts
you won't get hurt." The victim con- with a yellow shirt that had some
tinued to struggle and reached around sort of emblem on the back. Any Infor the hot iron on the stand near her. formation regarding an individual
Swinging around, the victim reached that matches this description can be
out and burned the suspect on the left given to the university police by
arm.
The suspect jumped back. calling 946-2535.
grabbed the handkerchief and ran·
out the west ena ot the ouuamg.
Chief Askew stressed that the atThe victim, a foreign student,
titude of the UOP police would be to
told her roommate about the incident
that of victim support. The Departmade
a
and
together
they
ment of Safety will not force anyone
decision not to notify the police. At 4
to file a report or press charges.
p.m. on Sunday, the Victim received a
Reporting merely notifies the police
threatening phone call from whom of potential danger and allows the
she believes was the suspect. After
victim a chance to be with
consulting within other members in professionals to help sort the details.
her Grace Covell section, the victim
finally notified the UOP police.
"If someone comes to your
Chief Norman Askew of the door" Askew states, "ask for
Univerisity Police is careful not to
identification or proper credentals. If
fault the young woman for the' you doubt someone, call the police
report. "She is a foreign student and
and we will send someone over. If
she was scared" emphasizes Askew,
you are not sure of someone don•t
but he also explains that the late under any circumstances open the
report will impede the case and the door." Askew emphasized ..'The
search for the victim.
university polices JOO ana deSire is to
The university police are search- protect the people on and around this
ing for a white male of medium build campus.'' They are willing to go to
approximately 6 feet and 185 pounds great lengths to accomplish this.

Assistant News Editor
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Campus
police elevated in rank
By Cheryl L. Tollefson
dent
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The 10 members of the University of the Pacific Department of
Public Safety now have the same
powers and authority as City Police.
This gain in power was made possible
by recent changes in the state law endorsed by the independent colleges of
California.
At a ceremony held on August
10, 1983, the 10 officers were officially sworn in by City Clerk John
Jerrett. "It took us 5 years to get this
done,'' said Norman Askew, Campus
Police Chief and Director of Public
Safety.
When Askew first joined UOP,
the authority of UOP security officers was very unclear. The authority
used to be defined under a section of
the City of Stockton Charter as:
"special auxiliary officers that have
the same power and authority.'' as
city police officers; there were nq
other specifics according to Askew,
and many of the officers hadn't met
all the state training standards and
requirements. As a result, up until
now there were conflicting interpretations of the law concerning the
police powers of officers at indepen-
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On Friday evening, September
9th at 6:00 pm a female resident of
Grace Covell was assaulted in her ·
room bv an unknown suspect.
Grace-Covell was quiet Friday, the
evening of the all campus Bar-B-Q.
The young woman was alone in her
room completing the ironing she had
to do before attending a rush function, when she heard a knock on her
door. Leaving the night chain on she
opened the door and replied "Can I
help you?" The suspect indicated he
was trying to leave a note on a friends
door and was in need of a pencil or
pen. Removing the chain, she turned
her back on the suspect and began
rummaging through her drawers for a
writing utensil.
The suspect, clean-cut white
male, approximately between the age
of 20 and 22, made comments such as
"I like your room", "You've got a
lot of pink in here", "an awful lot of
pictures too" before he grabbed both
her arms from behind and stuffed a
man's hand kerchief in her mouth.
The victim and the susoect

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation :With ~he
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an rn~ensrve
12 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PRO_GRAM. ThiS Program will enable you to put your education to work as a
s~ilbd member of the legal team.
•
• 5 ecialties offered in the following f1elds: .
(Evenings

Gener~l~st
Ltt1gat1on
F

c~rr

t

onlyborp~~~:i~e;s 1;u~!~I&E~~~~

I
Regu arly-$15.80
W/ Coupon $9.95

university, such as Pacific.
Askew also noted that all 10
Now the authority of officers
UOP officers have completed the
at "private universities is def'med un- basic training course required for
aer a section of the California Penal
police officers throughout California.
Code. It states, "a proper authority of
"If we hire any new officers and they
a County Governmental agency is to
don't have this training, we have a
appoint their police officers for
training fund to put them through the
general law enforcement as a class
academy," said Askew.
provided that those appointed meet
Askew said the department is
the P9St-training standards." said with quite pleased with their newly defmed
Askew. Here in Stockton the City
authority "because it represents a
Manager appoints the Peace Officer~
degree of professionalism we are
The benefits of this action to trying to establish for our department
UOP students is the insurance of at the university." Although he admore qualified officers, and those of- mits he is understaffed. Lt. Correll
ficers will no\\ work more closely says he has a "good group of officers
with city and county police. Askew with broad backgrounds of experienadded that ' it provides increased . ce."
protection against civil liability
Santa Clara has the same maketherefore making the officers more
up as UOP, but has 19 officers comwilling to detain suspicious persons.
pared to our 11 (which mcmoe
The jurisdiction of Campus Askew). "We are looking to fill one
Police encompasses all properties position now, but I think we do a hell
owned and operated by UOP. These of a good job with our resources,"
roles and responsibilities are even said Askew. Already they have 43
more clearly defined in a Memoran- cases that need investigation followdUm of Understanding_ with the City. up and are ahead of last year's nuniof Stockton. According to Askew, it ber of crime alerts for the same time
unites the communications systems period.
and records of Campus, City and
(Continued on page 9 column 6)
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On-campus interviews
Orientation meeting
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priority sheets
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ABA Approved
Internship
.
Employment Assistance
.
free brochure about this career opportumty
(619) 293·4579 or mail the coupon below to:

@Lawyer's Assistant Program

Clerk/Cashier 3.35 per hour Fri
and Sat 1 p.m.-7 a.m.
Teacher's Aide 3.35 per hour
12:30-4 p.m. Mon- Fri. Work
with preschoolers.
Typist 3.35 per hour Mon, Tues
12-6 p.m. Wed part time Sat 9-1
p.m. must be able to type 60 wpm.
Must have own transportation.
Janitor 4.00 per hour 6-11 p.m.
Mon-Fri and 5 hours on weekends.
Must have own transportation.
Clerical 4.00 per hour 16-20
flexible hours between 8 and 5
p.m. Must type 40-45 wpm.
Waitress/Waiter 3.35 per hour
Hours TBA some experience
required .
Account (::lerk 4.50 per hour
flexible hours able to operate 10
key adding by touch and light
typing.
These are just a few of the
variety of jobs listed at the
Placement Center. If interested
come in and check the bulletin
board.

PPC is dead. The Pacific
Programs Council has merged with
ASUOP to form UPBEAT, a new
planning board.
Before the merge there were two
~
separate programming boards. PPC
~
and ASUOP. "Each board planned
separate activities, which led to
Jiuolication of programming and
wasted money," says Scott ViTa,
ASUOP President.
The new programs board consists of eight committees which include Films, Fine Arts, Indoor
Recreation, Outdoor Recreation,
Lectures, Social, Speical Events, and
Cultural Awareness. A steering board
is made up of the eight committee
chairpersons, plus Vila on UPBEAT
chairman Marc Gordon.
Since Vila is the only executive
member on the new board, they are
semi-independent from the other
ASUOP directors. According to Vila,
this independence gives the committees more control and eliminates the
past problem of executive officers
j;
solely
making
programming
decisions.
~:.JIIiilllllll!
"So far, the fusion is working
s.~
extremely well, " says Vila, "because
~
the forni'er competition between .PPC
and ASUOP has been eliminated."
Pictured wjth Stan McCaffrey is the 1983-84 Pacific Department oj 111u~o ...
The committees are composed of
Safety.
ASUOP fee," explained Tseng. interested students, with no limits on
"However there has been a lot of op- the number of members. This way the
position from CIP and the Academic students have direct input in
Council to that idea, and consequen- programming events.
tly ASUOP has decided not to charge
ASUOP is excited about the high
the CIP students for the fall semester. amount of interest that students have
And if ASUOP charged, it would be been showing, and are still welcoming
the second semester. We're going to new coptmittee members.
be discussing this issue at next week's
meeting."
At next week's meeting, ASUOP
1
President Scott Vila, CIP Director
Mary Ransom, and Gwenne Browne
Weather Outlook For The Weekend
of the Academic Council will each be
presenting their viewpoints on the
Hot and sunny days through
issue. The following October .4 Saturday. Highs Friday 97-100,
meeting will probably resolve this Saturday high 80's. Evenings fair and
cooler.60-70.
issue, accoring to Tseng.

•
•
•
a
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Also come enjoy
delicious lunch a dinners
In
a nostalgic 1940's setting
Breakfast at 9 a.m. Sat
champagne brunch Sun
2301

P~~c:iftc

Avenue

Stockton. Callfoml•
(209) 943-2348
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NEWS
Pacific
Update
fridays
Friday Symposium, Friday
Sept. 16, 12 noon, UC Conference
Phill
Room
will
feature
Corriveaux, station director for
KPXR, at California State University, Sacramento. Mr. Corriveaux
will be speaking on "National
Public Radio: The Crisis and
Solutions." This past summer,
National Public Radio faced
bankruptcy. Frank Mankiewicz,
KPXR general director, resigned
and a reorganization was forced by
the corporation for public broadcasting.

Get permits
Parking permit zones will be
enforced as of September 19.
Parking permit stickers are
available at the University Finance
Center for $5.

Films shown
Three free ftlrns will be shown
Sept.21 at 12 noon in the UC Center:
"If You Love This Earth," a presentation of Dr. Helen Caldecott which
is similar to her earlier moving
documentary "The Last Epidemic."
"Acid From Heaven" and
"Acid Rain: Raquiem or Recovery."
These two Canadian "propaganda"
films on acid rain won critical acclaim and awards as outstanding
documentaries. The U.S. Department of Justice has declared these
fllms must be identified as propaganda produced by a foreign goverment.

Student
Alumni
Council

Parking by Greek
By Rosanne Siino
Stllff Writer

Eleven automobile break-ins
Friday night marked one of the latest
incidents ina rash of crime that has
plagued the UOP campus since the
beginning of the Fall semester just
four weeks ago.
According to UOP Director of
Public Safety Norman Askew, ten of
the break-ins which occurred between

took place in the parking area behing
Archania and Theta, while the elevenoccurred near Farley House dormitory. Total losses from the breakin were estimated at $3500.
"The people who did this were
professionals, no question about it,"
Askew said. "We estimate that the
people were so good that the car
break-ins took no more than a half
hour total time " He added that
fingerprints had been taken but there

h_~~~~~~
. e~~!l~~~ ~;~~~b~~~~,~
Jat

Askew
h t ath smashed winwere en~.~e
t
t
ro~:ers
had their sun
0
1
dows, w e wo
d'os and
roofs desroyed. Ste~~~ ~~~e~ and a
cassette Payers, ca~~ major' items
tachometer were
e
stolen. b k .
not reported
The rea -ms we~e
h n one
until Saturday mor~mg ~. el "It
owner went out t? er ve lC e. . ·
makes so much nolse to smash a wmdow on a car--it's unusual that no one.

~

"Ironically enough, 0 . Y onf the
fleer was on duty at ~dhe .~~e t~s not
break-ins," Askew sru ·
a .
unusual because we're ~ery. hr:.tl~
stuffed at this time. The rr~ruc 1~
was that the officer was domg a s~ veillance at the Townhouse. par~mg
lot because we've been havmg t ese
kinds of incidents over there.'~
Two other vehicle break-ms have
b
rted since last Friday's in.~n :eio$1800 loss was reported for

burglarized that same night at
Townhouses reported a $250 loss ~
"We've not only had prob
with car break-ins," Askew ~
"We've also had car covers and tw...,
t bikes stolen from every cor ~
the campus in the last three ~:~
d we've had numerous re
""
An
being entered and Pons~
rooms
h
b
k lllo~
stolen. Purses ave ,ee~ta en our~
offices. Then, there s t e two ra~

AC8demSei~ reVr.iw ~t aif od;p;i;;;~~ts slated tor this year
By Kristin Roncarati

After the self study is completed

Staff Writer

All U.O.P. departments will be
subject t.tus year · to an extensive academic review.
Two programs presently in
process of review are the Japanese
Department of Modern Language and
programs are in the process of, or
have completed a self study. This is
an examination of the departments,
by the department faculty, administration, and student representatives, giving the department an opport unity to examine itself in terms of
its values, problems and projected
needs.

it is given to a "program review
team" consisting of faculty and
academic
administrators,
who
prepare a formal written evaluation
of the department based on the self
study. The program faculty and dean
are then given a chance to prepare a
making any changes or additions.
The final step in the review is the
recommendations to the program
made by the academic vice president.
An example of the effects of the
review can be illustrated in the case of
Elbert Covell College. Because of the
drop in student enrollment and insufficient funding, recommendations

were made to eliminate Elbert

· · d'~~.;;,:;:eryn:n
all
t years
C~vell h~ld i:;'o
of

as a separate college,, ~~t tohco~ti~ue
it ~s a pro~ram wit 10 t e n ernat10nal Studies Department.
nl
. The
. are b
.0
subject to mte.rnal revlew . Y ruve!
sity of the Paclfic, .but ar; mc~de~ m
an
review
Y
es ern
...

~epartments

n~

~

e~t~rnal

In-

t't tional Research for the Univer-

s.~ uRe

istrars office summed up his
Y
the program'· ••All academic
1 eas ms should loa'k at themselves
progr~ looked at externally at
an~ di~ intervals in order to assess
hs their weaknesses, and

~~

0~

per~o

~

to
determine
should~
continued
in whether
the, samethey
direction
at the same level.
Dr. Fennell .is acting ~
porarily as Acaderruc Vice
due to the illness of Clifford Hana.
The program has been accePfol
by both the Academic Council arc
the Executive Policy Committee.

Presi~

~~ns~~cyofMwic. B~ w~~mpoore~~~al~tioo, A~s:s:oc:I:M:10:n~o:f~S:c:h:o:o:b~an=d~C~o:l:~:g~es~~ili~e:rr~s~t~re~n~g~t~,---------------------~

UOP takes CBEST
and does how well?
By Elisa Kayser
Staff Writer

Across the nation there is a
renewed concern about the quality of
education, and the UOP campus is no
exception. Last October the California Basic Education Skills Test
(CBEST) was given for the first time
and UOP students from the School of
Education took part in the testing.
The test is designed to measure
proficiency in reading, writing and
mathmatics.
Dr. Oscar T. Jarvis, Dean of the
School of Education said, " 75 Percent
of the Pacific undergraduate students
who took the test in May passed the
exam." He added, " There were a
total of 34 schools and colleges involved and only five recorded hiJ~:her
scores than pacific," Dean Jarvis
called the performance of his students
acceptable, but is confident that as
they know more about the test the

The University of the Pacific's
Student Alumni Council has just
been elected as the 7th district
representative to the newly
SAA/SF (Student
developed
Alumni
Association/ Student
Foundation) National Board. The
By Julia Stevenson
7th district includes universities
Staff Writer
and colleges from the states of
California, Colorado, Wyoming,
Washington, Arizona, Utah, and
A three year grant
Oregon.
totaling $55,CXX> was recently
At the Annual National SAA/
awarded to California State
SF Conference in Minneapolis,
University at Stanislaus, by the
Minnesota on September 9-12,
United States Department of
~tuctent Alumni Council President
Education, to extend and enhance
Ruby Karganilla and Vicethe international and language
President Alan French attended a
studies of the small, nonconference geared to strengthen
metropolitan colleges and univerStudent Alumni organizations
sities of the central valley region .
through the exchanging of ideas at
To University of the Pacific
afternoon workshops and by
the grant will provide a substitute
listening to various distinguished
teacher for Dr. Gerald Hewitt, of
speakers.
Student Alumni
the political science department.
organizations across the nation
"The goal of this grant is to find
share one common purpose which
out what resources are available on
is to involve the present Student
which campuses, so they can be
Body in activities and events that
used to benefit all of the schools
will create ties with the campus in
involved,"
commented
Dr.
Hewitt.
an effort to get their continual
upport for the university in the
The first preliminary meeting
fljture. University of the Pacific's
of the schools involved in this
Student Alumni Council helps in
project is taking place today at
the annual promotion and sponCalifornia State University at
sorship of Homecoming, sponStanislaus, but the goals for the
sored last year's Finals Survival
three years of the grant have
Kit,
and
co-sponsored
the
already been roughly set. The first
Phonathon Campaign last March.
year will be used to gather the
The SAA/ SF National Board
needed information and make
is comprised of 19 members who
some plans on how to effectively
were elected from various Student
implement the program. This inAlumni organizations across the
formation will be put into use the
nati?n. The main purpose of the
second year, and after a system has
Nattonal Board is to establish a
been extablished the program
communication link between the
should be self sustaining. The
SAA/SF organizations throughout
purpose of this entire process is to
the country. University of the
better the international studies,
Pacific's Student Alumni Council
and also to stretch the budgets at
will choose a representative from
all the participating schools by
among its members. Some of
\.Pooling together their resources.
his/her responsibilities will be to
attend next year's National Conference in Tampa Bay, Florida
an~ serve as a correspondent to
vo1ce concerns from this particular
)
district.
J
The Student Alumni Council
is presently recruiting for its new,
members. If you are intere.;red in
becoming a member, there will ~e
an Information Meeting on
Tuesday, September 20, at 4:30
p.m. in the 7th floor conference
oom of Burns Tower.

students will be able to have a passing
rate of 85 to 90 percent within a year.
Some of the test results recently
announced were misleading. Totals
on the exam from the state did report
that of all UOP graduates taking the
test, the passage mark was 65 percent.
Jarvis, however, said this figure can
"We have apbe deceptive.
proximately 1,800 education alumni,
and the 65 figure was based on the
scores of only 147 people. Many of
these could have been graduates from
20 or 30 years ago who were forced to
take the exam because of a desire to
obtain other credentials.''
When asked about the percentage of passing education students,
Junior Education major, Linda
Johnson, replied, "I think it's a pretty good passing rate. People who
take the test are learning about their
weak points and they aren't
necessarily finished with their
education yet."

Dr. Hand shows courage
By Cynthia Privett
Staff Writer

While undergoing radiation
treatments for cancer four times a
week, Dr. Clifford Hand is still
fulfilling his duties at UOP as
Academic Vice-President.
Hand is being treated at Stanford Medical Center in Palo Alto
for lymphoma, a tumor arising
from the cellular elements of the
Hand was
lymph nodes.
diagnosed with the cancer last
spring,
and
was
receiving
chemotherapy until early August
when his doctors told him the
treatment was no longer working
"I was terribly discouraged,"
he said until his radi.ation treatments began, and a CAT scan at
the end of August showed his
tumor was shrinking. "Now I'm
making progress," Hand said.
Because his treatments require
him to be away from the university
frequently, Hand, with the concurrance of President McCaffrey,

appointed Dr. Lee Fennell. to be his
acting assistant late last month.
Fmnell, Dean of Institutional
Research and University Registrar,
has worked closely with Hand in
the past, providing information
and analyzing data for the
Academic Vice-President's annual
report. "I've always turned to Lee
for assistance," said Hand whose
reasons for appointing Fennell
were twofold.
"I wanted someone available
who could act immediately if need
be," said Hand. His treatments
take him away from his Knoles
Hall office on Monday and Thursday afternoons, and Tuesday and
Friday mornings." Secondly, Fennell was already working on some
projects in Hand's behalf, and
Hand wanted to recognize Fennell's
efforts
appropriately.
Fennell is meantime continuing his position as Dean of Institutional Research and University
Registrar, and stresses the temporality of his new postilion.

''Nothing would make me happier
ilian for the need of this position to
be removed," he said, noting also
that Hand is operating at "two or
three times the level any one else
would in similar circumstances."
Hand will continue his current
radiation schedule until September
30, when his progress will be
evaluated again. Commenting that
lymphoma is an unpredictable
disease he said, "We'll see what
the next stage ·of treatment will be
then."
Though President McAffrey
and ilie Board of R~ents have
urged Hand to work less hours due
to his condition, Hand has no in.
tention of doing so, saying his
work is too important to him to
slowdown.
Hand is maintaininJ~: a very
positive attitude about his illness
ana expressed apprecia tion tor rne
support he has received from the
faculty
and
administratio~.
" Everyon e has been just mar.
veJous,'' he said.

r Grant to

benefit internationaf'
and language studies comes
"One problem with ilie way
things are presently set up is there
is no way to know what is where,
or how to coordinate the existing
special programs, such as films
and speakers that are happening at
the separate schools and use them
to their full potential, said Dr.
Hewitt.
"We want to identify where
there are people with special areas
of expertise in order that they
could be used for lecture or special
presentations at other campuses."
he continued. "One example of
this is UOP professor Dr. Glen
Humphries, whose field of expertise is Southeast Asia. His special
knowledge isn't always used at this
campus, but could be used at
another school for lectures or
special classes."
Exactly which schools will be
directly involved in this project is
not definite at this time, but they
will include California State
University of Stanislaus, University
of the Pacific, San Jose State
University, and some other community colleges such as Delta,
Fresno, and Modesto. The international studies center at Stanford
is also expected to be a part of this,
but only as a consultant rather
than a direct member.
Once the program gets off the
ground it should then set goals to
~e~efi~ students from all parhclpatmg schools, because of the
increased number of and wider
variety of speakers. films and
special programs that should
become available.

. ·-

8Ice Creams
University Plaza
Students and St.a ff
10 percent off

menu
Full lunch
fresh pies
and soda
fountain l

Precision cuts wants all U.0 .P. students
and faculty to e

00

Prec1s1on

Cut

VALUABLE

·
xpenence the $ 6 Precision

Cut, so we are making YOU this
unbdlievable coupon offer

Coupon good Only at
2540 Pacific Ave.

COUPON

Purchase _the $6.00 Precision Cut
an~ Rece1ve a $3.25 value
Ha1r Brush absolutely

FREE.

offer expires 10-28-83

With A
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-

l
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Announcing
the arrival of Prestige Prints
- superior quality prints that will
· make you love your photos.
•

'

I

With Prestige Film Developing you get:
II Big 4// prints 38% larger in size
Ill Double Check Processing
at each step
II Careful hand inspection

II Protective negative sleeving
Ill Memory dated prints for
easy reference
II Protective clea r-view vinyl
wallet for print storage
II Fast on-time delivery
Take advantage of our special
"get acq_u ainted" coupons.

You'll never trust your prints t<;> anyone else again.

Play the

all u .O.P. students
the

WHEEL OF
- FORTUNE

s6 Precision
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ood Only at

Film Developing Game

2nd set
of color
prints

A CHANCE TO WIN EVERY TIME YOU
DEVElOP A ROLL OR DISC OF FILM
Get a beautiful. natural oak 4'' x 6" floater fra me free
when you leave a roll of 135mm C-41 color print film
for developing and 4" Prestige Prints. They're 37%
larger, borderless, and da ted for easy reference.

FREE!
Bring in your color
film for developing
and printing at the
regular price

Get a second set of
print FREE

'

And with Prestige processing you always get:

• Kodacolor, Fuji or 3M
color print film
•110, 126or135fllm
sizes
• Satin borderless prints
• Prints are dated

~ffer expires 9/30/83

• Superior Quality Prints
• Careful hand inspection
• Protective negative sleeving
• A dear-view vinyl wallet for print storage
•
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by Redley
Hurry! Offer expires:
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Win a Glamorous One Week
Dream Vacation for Two to Las Vegas
Be the grand prize Winner, or win any one of over
a thousand other exdting prizes, including an Atari
Video Computer System .
Come in and get a game card with every Prestige film
developing and printing order. Even if you're not an
instant winner, you will be eligible for the second chance
drawing, or. save 3 game cards
and get two 5x7 enlargements,
•
for the price of one. Hurry ...
whilesupplylasts.
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FEATURE
Food glorious food
By Kereshawn Hardy
Staff Writer

Last Friday, Pacific Memorial
Stadium was the sight of a unique
dining experience for about 1200
UOP students. The Olympic Training
Table Barbeque was heralded by
School of Business and Adsophomore
Kim
ministration
Schwadres as being "a really
great idea."
UOP Food Service, in presentin~t
the Olympic theme to its annual "all
campus barbeque," broke a long time
tradition. In years past these fall picnics were held on Knowles Lawn says
UOP Assistant Director of Food Service Jon Lewis. "This year we wanted
to do something different. The idea
of having an Olympic Training
Table dinner had been discussed by
our staff for some time. It being so
clo~e to the 1984 Olympics in Los
Angeles, we said lets do it."
On the menu there were steak
. andwiches, salad, all natural potato
chips, watermelon, chocolate chip
cookies, and to wash it all down there
were soft drinks available.
There was a live band too.
When the band Pegasus wasn't
playing the music kept on coming by
way of tape recordings.
Along with the food, music, and

fun, they even featured a club fair.
and
campus
Various
clubs
organizations were stationed at
tables at the north end of the football
field and lead the way to the food
which awaited students at the south
end.
One of the more interesting clubs
that had an information table at the
event was Phi Alpha Chi. Phi Alpha
Chi is a pharmacy fraternity at UOP,
and according to one of its members
at the table they were interested in
health, "and that goes well with the
athletic theme of this gathering,' • said
member Phil Webb. Their table offered free blood pressure testing.
"We also want to warn UOP students
about the dangers of absorbing too
many harmful sun rays. To help
students to fight against this potential
problem we are offering free sun
screening lotion," Webb points out.
Jon Lewis says the barbeque was
a joint effort of UOP Food Service,
ASUOP, and the U.C. Center. "We
hope that the students like our idea
and that the walk to the stadium was
not too much of a burden to them,"
Lewis adds.
It was evident that most of the
students did like it and did have a
good time. The success of getting
every one out there was inevitable
because Food Service had closed all
the dining halls.

DISCussion

azz album disappointin

Spyro Gyra
City Kids
MCA Records
'I he contemporary jazz group
Spyro Gyra has just released its
seventh album, entitled City Kids.
The group made their debut back
in 1977 with the release of their first album, Spyro Gyra. In 1979, the
group released another album,
Morning Dance, and as a result,
they got their first hit on the pop
charts. The group has cut five
more albums since 1978, including
Carnaval, Catching the Sun, Free
Time, Incognito, and their latest,
Oty Kids.
The album's title song was
written
by Tom
Schuman.
Schuman wrote the album's best
work, "Conversations," and the
album's worst work "City Kids.
is bombarded with too many funk

elements coming simultaneously
from the keyboards, bass, and
drums . The chart is very
repetitious and the work's medium
rock tempo is very typical of the
majority of the album.
Jay Beckenstein, the group's
saxophonist, wrote a majority of
the material for this album. In the
past, Beckenstein has written a lot
of material for the contemporary
jazz scene, including "Morning
Dance, recorded by Spyro Gyra in
1979, and "Shaker Song, " recorded by the Manhattan Transfer in
1981. Unfortunately, Beckenstein
has not developed as a composer:
his works are of a much lower
quality than before. For this album
he wrote "Serpents In Paradise,"
"A Ballad, " the only slow song on
the entire album. Of the four charts, "Silver Linings" is the best.
Composer Jeremy Wall lent
his talent to the album by writing
"Island In The Sky" and
"Nightlife." Both charts lack the
boring repetition of Beckenstein's
works. The light funky feel and
punchy brass lines in ''1slands Of
The Sky" help break up the
monotony of the album.
By far, the best chart on the
City •.Kids album is Tom
Schuman's "Conversations." It
starts with a much brighter tempo
than the other charts on the album.
Eventually, a transition is made

(Continued on page 7 column 6)
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By Todd Willis
Staff Writer

Starting off this year's guest list
of super-stars presented by ASUOP
social will be the unifying sounds of
the Molly Hatchet group. This
newly starting southern rock band
has six records under their belt, two
of which are already platinum. Their
southern rock taste has ranked them
with Lynyrd Skynard and has moved
rock fans all over the world!
New concert director, Rolly
Steele, is to be thanked for arranging
such talent at the university. Steele,
who was social director last year, is a
two year veteran at University of the
Pacific. He has a major in TeleCommunications and is currently
working for a degree in InternationalBusiness. As a veteran of Bill Graham
Productions for three years, the
senior is a well qualified man for the
newly opened position of concert
director. Steele's administering and
signing up artist skills, have put him
in control of the university music
plans ·for the entire year. "Rock'n
roll is in my blood, I have to be in it
somewhere," stated Steele.
The show is expected to sell out,
according to Steele, and while tickets
are being sold both in San Francisco
and Sacramento, the school and
community, is thought to bring in the
big crowd. "The only people who
will not come" says Mr. Steele, "are
the people who allow their personal
prejudice to get in the way of listening
"
to the music talents of a new

T·h e concert will be held in the
Conservatory, because of the size and

Tieat atmosphere. Saturday, Sept:ill
ber 17, will be the day and Target

.

by Molly Hatchet.

'
\

...-.
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Pictured is the molly HATCHET BAND, who plays Saturday night in the U. O.P. 's Conservatory.
/
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OUR BACK TO SCHOOL, .
Let's get Ocqualnted ·
special

In As.rocilldon with

.

Yes!

Not Valid wI dellvertng or other offer~.

18 item salad bar $1.79

Now:ou~;~~te~~ GOOD TASJ~?

couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all those
are foreign words. And anyone 'in colle
knows people who wear stuff with tareFg~

wosrds and alligators have good tast
~.order your kind· of
~·
Equrs sportswear toda ~ood taste In Dos
e~t your peanut butte/~n~~ re, member to
wrches over the sink.
Je Ysand.
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ENTERTAINMENT
City Limits·
By Chris Bertsch
Staff Writer

What's there to do on a weekend in Stockton?
After a tough week in school, you would hardly like to
spend a hot Sat~rday studying the lecture notes that vou had
that week, So, if you want to do something different and exciting go out and rent a boat on the Delta.
Grab your swimsuit, icechest, and radio, and head out
to Paradise Island. Don't expect to relax on a huge
luxurious cruiser, ?ut you may be able to rent something that
can turn out to be JUSt as fun. Use your imagination!
. Unless you can Jl~ford $165 per day for a speed boat,
whtch can hold up to SIX people, you might have to settle for
a tin fishing boat. They rent for $30 per day or $25 for four
hours and they also hold up to six people.
Even though the fishing boat might not look as nice,
ride as smoothly, or go as fast, they are not afraid to compete with speed boats and 30 foot houseboats for delta space.
The waves also give them somewhat of a challenge.
As for a place to check out on the water, Lost Isle is a
little island with grass huts which were made into a hamburger stand, a bar, and a dance floor that overlook the
Delta. It takes about an hour to reach, but the journey can tum
out to be well worth it
After polishin~ off a burger and a few of the best M~li
Tai's around, you may be ready to do some dancing. There
are two bands, a country and a rock 'n roll band. They play
some good, fun music. A great time is easily had. People
spend their time eating, dancing, drinking or just relaxing on
the beach.
At about 5:00, feeling drained from an .eventful day,
you would probably want to head back to Paradise Island.
The boats are due back at dark so you need an early start.
Get going before the sun starts setting or you might be in for
some chilly weather.
So don't hesitate to let your mind go! Someti tes even
the unplanned, spur of the moment ideas can turn Into the
best of times enjoyed with friends here in S :>ckton,
"someplace special."

SCT hits funny b·one
running at the Stockton Civic Theatre with Joanna, while her husband finds
is quite good
'
himself in the bedroom with the sexy
Staff Writer
I have to admit that I found telephone operator who was actually
myself chucklin~ rather loudly at the intended for Philip's friend and
There is more activity in the : zaney goings on that revolve around 1 business partner, Henry Lodge,
Markham's small London flat than Joanna Marham and her husband,
whose wife, Linda, (Joanna's friend),
there is in Union Square at rush Philip, a publisher of children's
is planning her own fling behind her
hour. Phones ring, bells toll, doors books, each of whom, without the husband's back.
And thus the
slam, and identities are mistaken as knowledge of the other, agrees to let a
mayhem ensues.
·
nine very confused characters try friend use their bedroom for a secret
All
this
activity
takes
place under
desoerately to figure out who's doing rendezvous on the same evening.
what witli whom. Now, I am not And the two friends are married to the energetic direction of Ron
generally a great fan of farce, and one each other. And that's not all. The , Ackerman, who has skillfully ·
s_ex comedy is, by its nature, inevitably Markham's interior decorator, who choreographed this insanity into an
like another. However, this production was also planning on borrowing the amusing production, Impressive perof Ray Cooney and John Chapman's apartment to have a quiet tete-a-tete formances come from Kathleen Wiley
1 Kelly(Joanna), Michael Fitzgerald[
"Move ()vP.r Mro: M~rL-h<arn " """' .. ,~.,. •"'"' . . .__,,..... _ _ ,,.. --!..1 --...1 ...... _
(Philip), and Jody Dante (Alistair,
the interior decorator) all of whom .
work extremely well together and effectively portray the various eccentricities of their characters. KeUy is a
long-time veteran of SCT both on
and off stage. She directed last
season's production of"( Remember
Mama" and was last seen on the SCT
stage in "Applause".
Both Fitzgerald anq Dante are making their
first appearance at SCT.
A particularly fine performance
comes from Gene Wisenor who plays
the business partner, Henry Lodge.
Wisenor was last seen in last season's
production of "Whose Life Is It
Anyway?" and has been involved
with SCT since 1960. His natural
style and accute sense of timing is
especially enjoyable to watch.
Julia Grider is well cast as Olive
Harriet Smythe, the elderly writer of
· · children's books who accidently
arrives in the middle of all the confusion. Other supporting roles are
executed adequately. As an ensemble, all the company members work
well together in creating quite an enjoyable evening's entertainment.
Performances of "Move Over
Mrs.Markham" are at 8 pm Sept. 16,
17, 23, 24, 29, 30, and Oct. 1. There
Michael Fitzgerald, Rhonda Crume, and Gene Qiawnoe arE IN
will
also be a Sunday matinee Sept. 25
"Move over Mrs. Markham., currently playing at the Stockton Civic Theatre.
at 2:30. Tickets are $7 for adults and
$5 for students on Fridays and .Saturdays, and $6 and $4 on Thursday and
Sunday. Student rush tickets go on
sale five minutes before curtain for
$2. For reservations call 473-2424 or
visit the SCT box office, open Wednesdays through Saturdays from 1 - 6
pm. Reviewers tickets courtesy Qf
Stockton Civic Theatre. ·• e' • •

By Dana Axelrod
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Tom Cruise
brings laughs
to BUSINESS

............

HOOL,!
•
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By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

Rirlky Business with Tom Cruise

ltvertng or other oHen.
I

$1.79
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Get to the answers faster.
With theTI-55--II. ·
What you need to tackle
to perform complex calculathe higher mathematics of a tions - like definite integrals,
science or engineenng cur- ' linear regression and hyperriculum are more functions- bolics - at the touch of a
more functions than a simple button. And it can also be
slide-rule calculator has.
programmed to do-repetiti_ve
Enter the TI-55-II, with
problems Without re-entenng
112 powerful functions. You the entire formula.
can work faster and more
Included is the Calculator
C r arely with the TI-55-II, Decision-Making Sourcebook.
ac u
k h
f .
because its pr:eprogrammed It rna est e process o usmg

C 1983 Tcxu lnmumenu

Feature
·Update

the TI-55-II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
let a TI-55-II
. .j;&
show you how.
~

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

. and Rebecca Mornay is one of those
terrible movies which is terribly
Funny. This movie is not long remembered after you leave the theatre, the
only thought that lingers is that you
laughed.
Risky Business, written and
directed by Paul Brickman, is yet
another teenage sex comedy. Tom
Cruise as Joel, the sexually paranoid,
all-American boy is particularly funny. Rebecca Mornay as Lana, the
expensive call girl, did not do much
· acting. The most difficult part she
managed was to take off her clothes.
Actually, these two actors teamed up
fairly well for this fun-loving type of
movie.
Original music by Tangerine
Dream will undoubtly "':>utlive the
movie. The instrumental, contemporary composition made for nice
background sounds.
Joel is a high school senior who
has worked hard for four years and
when he screws up in his fourth and '
final year, he wants a little conipassion. All he is able to obtain is a
five day suspension and removal
from the Future Enterprisers Club,
which is one of those things that
looks good on a high school record.
What does not look good on a
high school record is the industrious
enterprising of Joel and Lana's
prostitution party. This productive
evening put Joel in a six figure tax
bracket over night.
The most artistic and innovative
feature this movie has to offer is the
way Joel views his parents. The
camera shows you Joel's parents
through his eyes and the film takes on
a "soap opera" quality. After his
parents leave for a three week
vacation Joel moves into a "Disney"
mode by becoming quite animated
and dances his way into the funniest ·
part of the movie, which involves
some intricate "air vocals".
Risky Business is good entertainment for those individuals who
do not wish to contemplate the
relationship of a film to the state of
the universe. (Courtesy of the Re~ency
Theatres)
'e 'e • ~

Sorority Rush
On Tuesday, September 20 at
6:00 p.m. All University women
are invited to join an ice cream
eating festivity on the lawn between Archania fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority across from
Grace Covell. Any girl interested
in sororities at UOP and Formal
Rush in January is encouraged to
attend. It should be fun and
delicious!

African Dancers
The University of the Pacific
Fine
Arts
Committee
and
Drama/Dance Department, are
proud to present "Halifu Osumare
and Dancers" at the University of
the Pacific on Friday, September
23rd.
"Halifu Osumare and Dancers," will give master classes in
Afro-Jazz Dance as well as an
evening
performance,
"The
Evolution of Black Dance," in the
Long Theatre at 8:00p.m.

Tubes at Fairgrounds
The Tubes in conceh. Saturday, Sept. 24, 1983. Sonora
Fairgrounds. Gates open 6 p.m. showtime 7:30 p.m. Tickets $12.50
in advance; $14.00 day of show.

Poetry Contest
National College Poetry Contest awards cash prizeS for poems.
All poems entered will be
published in an anthology entitled
American Collegiate Poets. For
details
write
International
Publications P.O. Box 44-L Los
Angeles, Ca.~· Deadline Oct. 31.

Spyro/Gyra on tour
Groundswell
Promotion
Firm, has announced three Northern California Concerts by the
enormously popular musical group
Spyro Gyra: Thursday, September
23rd at Freeborn Hall-University
of California at Davis: Friday,
September 24th at Santa Cruz
Civic Auditorium-Santa Cruz and
Saturday, September 25th at
Zellerbach
Auditorium-U.C.
Berkeley.

Sacto Blues Festival
The
Seventh
Annual
Sacramento Blues Festival, sponsored by the Sacramento chapter
of the NAACP, will be held on
Saturday and Sunday, September
24th and 25th at Hughes Stadium
in Sacramento. The gates open at
10:00 a.m. each day and the music
starts at 10:45 a.m. daily. Admission each day is $5 in advance
with advance tickets available
through Ticketron. Tickets the day
of show are $6.50 at the ga!e.

Asia Photo Exhibit
A photography exhibition
titled "Images of Asia" will be on
view at University of the Pacific
Sept. 17.

,,.
Spyro Gyra
and the piece goes into a medium
swing. The transition isn't as
smooth as one would like but it
works. The medium swing turns
into a double-time jazz. Fol::>wing
the double-time section is a drum
solo played by Steven Gadd, one
of the top studio drummers today.
The solo ends the swing and the
piece returns to its original tempo
and style. Dave Samuels does some
fantastic marimba playing which
shouldn't go unnoticed. "Conversation" is the main redeeming
feature ofthis album.
Spyro Gyra's album, City
Kids, is definitely not one of the
groups better productions. The
majority of the charts are
monotonous. If you are looking
for a contemporary jazz album
which doesn't demand any thought
on the listener's part then I highly
recommend it. For those of you
who enjoy a little more variety and
challenge to your minds (as a
listener), then I strongly suggest
you find another album to listen
to, or wait until Spyro Gyra's
eighth album emerges to see if it is
\..any better. Vicki Purslow
~

.
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By Kereshawn Hardy

By Jeanette l'regulla

ScaffWrltor

Staff Writer

tones • pttches • and loudness · Rea:'
men do sing, as a matter of fact rez
men do it well!"
'
will accept anyone
Dr.
Dr. William H. Dehning, Direc- who wants to smg or learn to sing bettor of Chorus Activties for the Con- ter. He adds, "If you're really good
servatory of Music says that the you might be able to join our varsity.
greatest thing that could happen to The varsity in which Dr. Dehning is
his choir would be more male singers speakingofistheACappellaChoir.
joining its ranks.
The A Cappella Choir is for the
Dehning adds, "This year we've best of present and former UOP
started a recruiting campaign to bring students who are, in the opinion of
more non-music majors to our choir.
cream of the crop" of
We have had some very good results. all the smgers mvolved in the choir at
People who would not have ever UOP. The average age of this elite
auditioned to join our choir did so group is about 30-years of age.
because they saw our recruiting tables
The A Cappella Choir this sumaround campus. Even though we mer went on a three week-tour o·
managed to get a lot of new people to European cities. On the tour the•
sign up for the choir, we still need represented our country in the Inter
'1lore men!"
Dehrung says that there has national Choral Competition whict.
always been a shortage of men in- was held in Spittal Austria on July
terested enough to sign up for the 7th through the 11th. The choir was
choir at UOP. He has tried other
(Continued on page 9 column 6)
ways to get more men involved in
choir here. The choir director mentions prior attempts he has made to •
get more men motivated.
"I went over to the Athletic
Department and talked with our
Athletic Director, Ike Isaacs.
I
suggested that he make it known to
both the football and basketball
teams that I was looking for men to
join the choir. The one-unit class
requires three hours each week and if
attendance was regular, they were sure
to get an "A", not to mention learning to use their voices as well as they
had learned to use the1r bodies. I offered to help some of the fraternities
with Band Frolic last year if they
would sign up at least three of their
guys for the choir. I had very little
success with these two efforts but l'll
keep
trying
other
things."
Dehning comments that the pro!:>lem with getting men to join the
choir is that guys think that singing 111
a chorus is not "macho.'· 1hiS is not
true, he says, the deepness and
richness of a group of male voices is
somethin2 really magnificent to hear.
Men make chorus' what they really
are supposed to be: a wide range ol

Dehn~ng

Dehnin~, "th~

No school and no graduating
class is without its success stories. Of
the hundreds of people with the desire
to write there are those talented few
who"make it". Through perser- verence, hard work, and a desire to
share his talent with millions of
people across the country, Jeff
Franklin a 1976 graduate of
1 Raymond Callison College, is just
such a success story.
·
Jefrs story actually began when
he was ten years old. His fascination
with science fiction led him to write
some of his own stories. He was so
excited about his work, he sent one of
his stories to the well-known author
Ray Bradbury. He received such 1
positive reinforcement, he con- .
tinued writing and sending for two
years.
"Then I dlscoverea grrJs," Jeff ·
began.

Callison College
md 1974,
and ac. . ad vert1semen
.
t s for May Compatd to t do
d'
hi love
and domg
d something I love,,
, &
cidently re tscovere
s
J ff b gan writing spec scripts
commen e ·
talent for writing. Forced to. take .a pa~y, e
e .
teachi~ at"
Though Jeff describes his w
required
Jeff
while
g
as "fun.' and a
:job", he
forte lay not m actmg, but m wntmg
.
and classes on quickly mcludes that 1t 1s hard wo
musical comedies. So, he and a group
T r?'!g semtnars A and SherAs the ·interview. progres r
of friends enjoyed much success as scree;wrgm: at
in comedy became curious about the gl:
the "Chartreuse ~~ose Players" • woo
a es, and f ·ends that that is Hollywood. "If You Ot
giving life and VISIOn to Jefrs worksdh6-s
ma
The looking for glamour, don't
1
comedies.
helpe
m, Improve ts
writer " he concluded. Writi '
He graduated in 1976 with. a "big break . caiJ_le
he re
he
is long hours and ng, B.A. in liberal arts, and two teaching an
wntmg "for t e frustration with usuall
.m.
credentials. His first job was as ..a
comedy Lavern_ rewards. It is often
researcher for Gov. Jerry Brown. I and Shirley. Jeff went from appren
he "would not
made a poor bureaucrat," discovered tice to wnter and a year
a half
lse, "I et
tot
Franklin.
.
later was produc~r of ~~e senes.
.an, ... ~~ e ·
g pcud to'
It was because he did receive a
After leavmg
Laverne and
funny, he noted.
_
job teaching history in Modesto that: Shirley", .Jeff, produced .an~~her
. 'Throughout the years, .I hllpc
"I remembered how much I enj~yed popular senes ~os~on Buddtes.
en~oys much.success, and hts story,
writing musical comedies and dectded
Currently, hts mterests have led
sptres those m doubt to go after
to move to Los Angeles and try him to write a pilot titled "Scandal
fulfill their dreams.
----------------------------------------------------
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Jumping for spirit
"I love it! It's lots of fun."
Leslie Kualii tends to express the
overall feelings of the 1983-84 UOP
Spirit Squad.
"Spirit is the key word. We want
to promote our school's spirit and
overall school participation," states
Dawnella Gilzean.
The 1983-84 squad consists of
returning members Leslie Kualii,
Dawnella Gilzean, Anne Hammond
(seniors) and Kimell Garland
(junior). The new members of the
squad include Janet Langenberg
(junior), Cathy Bremner, Gina
Corrucini (sophomores), Randy Deal
(2nd yr. pharmacy), and Shawn
Smith (sophomore). The squad was
selected after try-outs last April.
This year's Spirit Squad is different from that of years past because
of the consolidation of the
cheerleaders and the songleaders into
one spirit squad. The squad now performs both routines. The reason for
the consolidation was to promote
unity within the squad itself and to
relay _this to tl:;le crowd.

The summer months were left to
individual conditioning until mid-August when the squad attended the
National Cheerleaders Association's
(NCA) college squads camp in Santa
Barbara. In order to receive the most
from the camp the Spirit Squad split
itself into a song and cheer squad
only for the duration of the camp.
Both sections of the Spirit Squad
did exceptionally well. Superior
rankings, the highest evaluation title
given, were given on both the home
cheer and the home routine. In addition, almost exclusively Superior
rankings were given upon the
evaluation of material learned at
camp. The UOP squad left
cheerleading camp with several
Superior ribbons, an Outstanding
Award trophy for the song seCtion
and two Spirit Sticks. The Spirit
Sticks are given to squads that in the
opinion of the NCA sta(f m;mbers,
show outstanding spirit and unity
throughout the length of the camp.
The .Soirit Squad will, in this
year as m years _past, cheer at the

volleyball, basketball, and
teams as well as attend and
various campus activities. will travel away to
basketball games, but this is
because the squad must pay for
own traveling which often
driving in squad members' cars.
The UOP squad made its
at the UOP volleyball game
Ohio State. The next big event
first home football game
Fresno. Cathy Bremner says
"I'm looking forward to it
having the school feel good
cheering.''
Crowd participation is a
part of the success of any
squad's program and perfol1llall(t
Janet Langenberg stresses this, ' Th Two U.O.P. students find a
crowd participation is what makcsd acoo/pool.
the work worthwhile. I really enjo)
when the crowd becomes involved."
The UOP Spirit Squad is looki!l
forward to a great year for itself arJ
wishes all the UOP teams a fantl!ll
_season. GO PACIFIC!! II f!

•;::::==========:=:::1

ASUOP CONCERTS/
ROCKING CHAIR PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS:

THE
(STOC

Music

so~:> BASS and TICKETRON OUTLETS

, VALLEY SPORTS
KTON) • PAUL WAGNER B
IG AND TALL

J

PL.US

:
ANIS MUSIC
!MANTECA)
(STOCKTON) , CIT
' CALIFORNIA ATHLETIC SUPPLY
ICORP SAVINGS (M
)
AND MOuESTO MUSIC
ODESTO) • liiRACLE MUSIC (STOCKTON '
I MODESTO)
(MODESTO)

)

'

GEN. AD.- $10.75 ASUOP- $8.75
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R.A.: Office of tud
S.A.: Student 1
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ODDS AND ENDS
Just when vou thought it was safe to read· the paper again .. ·

Camp

Pacific

Because their neighbors are the
loudest people in the dorm? ... Get
real! If you think your neighbors
are distracting, you obviously
haven't been to the Irving Martin
Memorial Library.
If you have ever attempted to
study on second floor, have you
tried not to notice every other person that has walked by? I know I
am constantly listening for footsteps, hoping that they will belong
to a familiar face, while fully
knowing that if they sat down next
to me, I might as well not have
come to the library in the first
place. What a silly game I play.

By Randy Vereschagin
I was sitting in the library
taking one of those hourly breaks
that my Student Advisor had said
would "increase my attention
span," when I began to wonder
whY people go to the library in the
first place. This. topic aroused
more thought than an entire three
hours of studying for my test the
next day.
Do people go to the library to
do research? .. .in our library?
probably not. To find a good
book? ... Who's kidding!.
.. Who'.
.
.

Choir

\ Reviewed

isn't the library fun?, and it's so
conducive to studying, too!
Now my concentration has
been completely shattered and I
haven't seen anyone familiar, yet.
Good thing, because if I had, I
would have realized that I wasn't
being· studious. If I want to get
anything done now I'll have to go
up to the third floor and get
"cubical"
like
any
other
overachiever would do. Tl)is time I
might even get something done
besides socializing. The first ten
minutes are like ... pure academia at
its finest. Then I encounter the

acoustic phenomenon known as
"Third Floor"; someone is using
the men's restroom.
Do you know how hard it is to
study when the toilet flushes every
few minutes? And that's only ifthe
fool using the toilet flushes it right
the first time. A few seconds later,
as the tension mounts, everyone
waits for the sound of the paper
towel dispenser. Pretty disgusting
if you don't hear the dispenser.
Getting back to the cubicals, we ;ill
rush to complete ten more minutes
of studying before the next person
uses the porcelain amplifier. If you
don't know what I'm talking about

and you happen to be U.O.P.'s
social arena, listen. That sound
you
hear
resembling
a
regurgitating elephant in heat, is
simply just another person
flushing away the remains of
another day's studying.
It's getting late and my test
tomorrow doesn't matter that
much anyway ... I'm taking the
class pass/no credit. (Wonderful
thing; those p/nc's.) The circulation
desk has just . closed. They're
making me leave now, I don't
think I'll ever come back. Do you
think millions of dollars will make
a differen.c~J

the first Northern Californian Choir
ever picked to represent our country
in that international competition.
The choir also did concerts in
eight other European cities. These
cities included. Paris, Gouvieux,
France, Altdorf, Switzerland, Innsbruk, Vienna, Salzburg, Munich
Germany, and Dillingen, Bavaria.
Twenty-three men made the
team and toured, and so did twentyfour women. They all had to pay their
own way, but Dr. Dehning still had
singers to choose from.
The A Cappella Choir did not
win, the Russians did, but with a
short time being together as a group
they made a very good showing.

Police

--

Ann Neely

Back to the Old Drawin Board
Olh)IA.... \.41 1 ~· M'1 NM"\1:: 15
p.NN 1'\EU>at. ~D ~....,: Al-wAYS
WPtl'TW "1'0 WRITE "' COP\IC. ~Tjei_!V

. . . . -v:

"We also use 'the
same police report forms as Stockton
PD and they are immediately notified
of thefts, attacks, etc.'·' "For example", Askew said, "If we get a call
from one of the Stadium apartments
(which ar1= not our jurisdiction) we
would respond, but must also notify
Stockton City Police. If a unit didn't
respond, I'd want a good reason why
not. It is a priority of ours to protect
students. With the old arrangement
this was not clear.''

.

When you're in a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.
Become A

Resident Assistant or Student Adviser·
Positions Available For The 1983-84 Academic Year
In These Paraprofessional Programs.

Applications & Information
R.A.: Office of Student Life- 1st Floor, Knoles Hall
S.A.: Student Advising Center- Bannister 109

Deadline to Apply: October 6

- ~-H.ICIIPUIN
FIRST IN
TEST PREPARATION
SINCE1938

SSAT-PSAT

SAT·ACT·GMAT
ACHIEVEMENTS

GRE~LSAT~MAT

GRE BID TOEFL
GRE PSYCH PCAT
I

I

OAT~MCAT~VAT

OCAT·NMB 1·2·3
NPB MSKP NOB
ECFMG CGFNS
FLEX NCLEX. RN
SPEEDREADING ·NCB-1
ESL REVIEW ·VOE •CPA
INTRO TO LAW SCHOOL
I

I

I

I

~-H.

MPUIN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

(916) 753-4800
204 F Street
DAVIS 95616
Permanent Centers In More Than 115 Major U.tS. Cities& Abroad
For information about other cen ers

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223·1182

$8.75

Wilen y()u pulkd In two hours ago, you didn't
hcl\'t..' this jJn>blem. And with fl party just starting,
tltl ' lctsl thin~~ you wanted to do was
wait around ~motiH·r two hours.
I\eit her' did the rest of the guys.
s() wht'll they offered to give you
a lift, that'~ exadly what they did,
pro\'ing 1101 only that they were
good shape, but that they
WL'rt' good frie11ds.
Sn show them what JjJ[Jrecia-

itt

all about. '!\might, let it
bt· l AlWl'llbr:tu.

1i(lll IS

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

i

LONG DISTANCE CALLS

MINS.

Boston College to Providence

1

Marquette to Dallas

4

Northwestern Univ. to Reno

7

Univ. of Kentucky to Lubbock

30

UCLA to Cleveland

8

Univ. of Texas to San Francisco

12

Georgetown Univ. to St. Louis
New York Univ. to M iami

$

.28
1.14
1.96
8.04 ·

SAVINGS

MCI

BELL

50.0%
34.2
32.1
28.9
32.0
30.2
33.6
40.6

.14
.75

$

1.33
5.72
1.70
2.29 .

5

2.50
3.28
1.40

2

.64

.38

.93

Rat •how comparative priCing hrrwMn lkll'• ewning rate :md MCI's e...,ning rate. Final rate authorities on all tariffed services are MCI Tariff FCC # 1 and AT &T, Tariff FCC # 263.

Take one look at the above

chart and you can see that mak·
ing a call on MCI can save you
up to 50% off Bell's rates.
Ofcourse, this doesn't just
hold for the cities mentioned
but for any other town in any
other state in the continental
U.S., as well as to Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and major cities in
Canada.
It doesn't matter how much
or how little you·call, either.
So look for your MCI
campus representative to sign
up. Or send in this coupon for
more informatio .

MCI Telecommunications Corp.
College Promotion
113319th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

1-800-556-5600
I want to cut the cost of my long distance lls
50
Ptease send me more informat·ca upto %·
ton.

Name

Name-=of:Schoo~l~---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=-=========-=

School'Address

City_ _ _---_---_-_~Sta-te-~----:-----

Phone Number at School
Permanent Address
City ·

- - - - -Zip _ _ __

------:-------

~~:-------------.:._

-----State

A~ amount of monthly long d-.- - - - Z i p _ __
.lStance calls $

L___
-

---- --

- - - --

---

-

-- -----

,., ..J
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Rosselli i-aps

Take 1-1 record with them
.

'

Tigers ready to tear up Vegas
By Dave Rosselli
Sports
Editor

At a time when the University of the Pacific's football
program appeared to be destined for the junkyard, a man
named Bob Cope came along and turned around what
looked like a bunch of uninspired individual football
players, into a classy group of well disciplined, well respected and well coached young men, who were winners before
they stepped foot on the turf at Autzen stadium in Eugene
Oregon on September 3rd.
·
'
Cope who stands 5'6", 140 pounds took over the head
coaching position last spring following Bob Toledo's four
year reign which saw the Tigers win 14 games and lose 30.
Since the hiring of Cope the program has made a complete
turnaround and achieved the following: the building of
respect from the players towards the coaching staff, the
ability to win a football game in the 4th period due to the
much improved discipline and conditioning, and ultimately the
development of class in the program, something non-existent
all of last year.
''To me, class is to have respect for
teammates
as
well
as
the people who observe us," said
.I
Cope.
"In
this
particular
case it would be the respect of our
I
student body, our faculty, our fans and anybody who has an
opportunity to see us.''

.0

It's obvious that respect for the coaching staff is flowing
throughout the Tiger squad, coach Cope in partciular. ''I'd
do anything for the man," said linebacker Michael Greer
following the Oregon victory. "I'd sense a feeling of disappointment if I ever let him down,'' he added.
The respect that is so evident has entirely changed the
players' attitudes. "He is so positive, commented quarterback Rich Pelletier. "That's all he talks about is winning. He
has definetely given us confidence in ourselves.''
Probably the biggest change this year as far as the
players. are concerned is the manner in which they handle

1

1

1
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themselves away from the football field. "I want them to be
respected on campus by the way they conduct themselves as
people." said Cope. "I want them to be respected in the
classroom and I want everybody who sees us play on Saturdays to respect the effort, the toughness and the enthusiasm
that we exhibit from week to week."·
The excitement that has been building is evident not
only through the student body and players themselves, but to
anyone involved in the program, directly or indirectly. ''This
football program is tremendous, Bobby has instilled confidence in these men and really turned things around," said
Athletic Director Elkin "Ike" Isaac. "This has been the
most impressive fall football program since I've been
Athletic Director.'' ·
When evaluating ~he program the amazing thought to
grasp is the fact that all 79 players on the squad have been
surprisingly receptive to this new philosophy and apparently
are much more positive about the stronger discipline they
have been exposed to. "Everybody understands what's expected what's acceptable and what's important," said
Cope. '"After we do that then they have to make a decision
based on whether they're willing to do what it takes," added
Cope. "If they're willing we can be successful, if they're not
they can choose to do something else."
There is no question about the willingness to win
amongst the 1983 University of the Pacific Tigers. This has
been obvious since the long hours and hard worK oegan way
back in the spring of last year. The added variable called
class that has been vacant for so many years at Pacific is
finally overflowing on the UOP campus.
Regardless of the outcome of · the 1983 season, the
Tigers have already established a positive rapport and sense
of respect from the UOP Student Body. Bob Cope has
brought this excitement to Stockton in just over 7 m?nths.
The possibilities are endless as to what Cope can do wtth the
UOP football program in four years.

By Dave Rosselli
Sports Editor

The UOP football squad under
the direction of new head football
coach Bob Cope have successfully
opened their 1983 season and find
themselves heading into the silverbowl in La£ Vegas tomorrow night to
open conference play with a 1-1
mark.
The Tigers, who were picked to
finish 6th in their division, stormed
into Eugene, Oregon on September
3rd and left the ducks waddling into
their locker room fQllowing a 21-15
defeat.
"We're going to win and eventually we're going to win big," said
head coach Bob Cope. "I think this
football program is really putting in
the groundwork to help us win big
and win consistantly.''
The victory celebration, one of
the biggest moral boosters in years at
Pacific, was dappened when it was
learned that both quarterback Paul
Berner and free safely Kevin Green
were lost for the season with serious
injuries.
Just six days later the Tigers
found themselves 3,000 miles across
America facing the West Virginia
Mountaineers (20th ranked in the
nation) in front of 55,000 spectators
and sweltering in 105 degree heat.
Rich Pelletier, the freshman recruit
from De La Salle high school in Concord, California, started the contest.
Rich who brought with him only
three quarters of college quarterbacking experience, managed to lead
the Tigers on several long drives in
the first half to keep things close.
The Mountaineers showing why they
have the 20th ranking, stomped the
Tigers in quarter number three in
route to a 48-7 victory. Here's an in
depth look at both games.
OREGON-Eugene, September 3rd.
The Tigers, in spite of their underdog role wasted no time getting on the
scoreboard against the Ducks as the
orange and black took advantage of a
Duck turnover, recovering a Devin
Willhite fumble .on the 32 yard line.
Just three plays later Kirby Warren
powered into the endzone from 9

,yards out and the Tigers had a 7-0
lead.
Following an Oregon field goal,
the Tigers went to work once again as
Pual Berner fired 41 yards to speedster Lionel Manuel and a stunned
26,000 watched as UOP took a commanding 14-3 1st quarter lead. The
unfortunate news came in the second
period as Berner injured his right
knee, about the same time it was learned that Kevin Green's injury to his
right arm was serious. (Both players
lost for the season)
Rich Pelletier took over at the
point with no college experience and
managed to put 7 more points on the
board in the 3rd quarter, thanks to
another Oregon turnover. From that
pomt on, the defense was the key
holding the Ducks to only 15 offensive points en route to a 21-15 thriller. ·
STATISTICS
Berner was 8-12 for 107 yards
before his injury; Pelletier 6-11 for 34
yards.
RUSHING
Berner 1 attempt for 2 yards; Warren
16 attempts for 69 yards and 2 touchdowns; Mackey 12 attempts for 44
yards; Pelletier 15 attempts for 39 ~
yards; and Manuel 4 attempts for 10 ~
yards.
~
RECEIVING
~
Manuel 4 for 50 1 TD; Wolsky 3 for ~
26; Horodecky 3 for 35; Carter 2 for c
16; Mackey 1 for 5; and Warren 1 for ~

9.

Q.

WEST VIRGINIA Morgantown,
September 10.
The Mountaineers kicked things
off in this one marching 62 yards in 9
plays and jumping off to a 7-0 score.
The Tigers were very impressive on
the following drive as Rick Pelletier
led an 18 play, 75 yard drive that
stalled at the 3 yard line when Scott
Kinney missed what appeared to be a
cinch 3-pointer. Following a 2nd
quarter Mountaineer field goal, West
Virginia marched down the field once
again and scored on a 16 play, 75
yard_drive. At that point it appeared
the Tigers were in big trouble,
however, a poised offensive attack
and a stubborn defensive unit kept
UOP close at halftime with a deficit
of20-7.

Head coach Bob Cope gives instructions on Tiger sidelines in preparation
for upcoming contest with UNL V.
At the start of the 3rd period
with the thermometer reading 105
degrees on the field. the Tigers appeared shaken and tired. Two quick
turnovers led to West Virginia scores
· which quickly put the game out of
reach. Final Score/ West Virg1ma 4!S,
UOP 7 ·
STATISTICS
Pelletier 17 for 29 for 143 yards; Pitz
5 for 13 40 yards.
RUSHING
I
Warren 9 attempts for 36 yards;
Leong 2 attempts for 18 yards;
Osborn 2 attempts for 4 yards;
Mackey 9 attempts for 3 yards;
Pelletier 3 attempts for -9 yards
RECEIVING
Woods 6 for 65; Horodecky 4 for 26;

r

.

-

Tigers exhibit offensive and defensive techniques during recent practice.

UNLv.

The Tigers take their 1-1 record
to the University of Nevada LasVegas tomorrow night for their first
conference game of the 1983 season.
"I think Vegas might be the most
talented team in our conference,"
said head coach Boh Cope. "The
strength of the team are their skilled
positions athletes, running backs.
wide outs, corner backs. They have
great team speed," Cope aaaea.
''They have what you need to win.''

,Continued on page 13 column 4)

PCAA Preview
Cal State Fullerton

"

Manuel 4 for 39; Wolsky 2 for 17;
Warren 2 for 5; Carter 1 for 14;
Stenlund 1 for 14; Mackey 1 for 7;
and Leong 1 for 0.

reconstruction program last spring.
While the Soartans actually have
more returning letterman than a year
ago, 38 to 1"6 in 1982, there IS less
overall playing experience among
those available for the upcoming
campaign. The spartans run a
multiple I offense and use an Eagle
"50" defense.

The Titans were 3-9 in 1982 with
victories against Northern Arizona
and Wyoming. They plan to run a
multiple Pro-set offense in 1983 and
have 37 returning letterman including
17 starters. If the offense can rise to
the standards set by last year's young
defensive unit, Cal State Fullerton Sevada, Las Vegas
might Jog that elusive first winning
season in Division I play. Joe Aguilar
Statistically, the Rebels return
the 5-11, 240 pound senior is the man 39 lettermen, including 15 on offento watch. Joe received 1982 all se, 22 on defense and two specialty
performers. Looking deeper, UNLV
PCAA honors as a middle guard.
gets back five starters on offense,
eight on defense and one speciality.
Cal State Long Beach
In 1982, UNLV was seventh in the
nation in passing and the leader of
The 49ers return 14 starters and the assault, Randell Cunningham, is
the nation's total offense leader from back after a tine sophomore season.
a year ago ·is senior quarterback Todd For a QB who was listed at No. 4
Dillon, who ran and passed for 3,5H7 going into the first game, his first
yards, the second best total in NCAA start was New Mexico, the junior
history. The entire backfield returns from Santa Barbara had a great 1982
intact along with the bulk of the season. Randell Cunningham at 6-4,
receiving corps, and Long Beach will 192 pounds is the key for the Rebels.
have four All-American honorable
mention choices returning and seven Utah State
players in all who earned All-PCAA
recognition. Long Beach fmished 6-5
Chris Pella was the assistant
last season, however they had an im- head coach of the 1982 Utah State
pressive·5-lleague mark.
outfit which found itself 5-2 after
seven games (including a stunning 20Fresno State
17 upset of BYU). Then a crippling
series of injuries beset the Aggies,
eventually taking half of the team's
Fresno State is coming off one 22 starters, and USU limped to a 5-6
of the most impressive seasons in year. From that team, some 13
PCAA history finishing 11-1 on the seniors have been lost to graduation.
year, going undeated in sex. PCAA Pella inherits a group of 46 letterconference games, becoming the first men, including 14 starters, seven
team in the country to clinch a bowl return to the offense and seven to the
berth and then coming from behind defense plus kicker William Beecher.
with 0: 11 seconds left to defeat
Bowling Green 29-28 in California
Bowl number II. Fresno State will
have to rely on freshman red-shirts
and junior college newcomers to ·pick PCAA Conference Standin~
up the slack left vacant by six offensive and eight defensive starters lost
to graduation.
1-0
San Jose State
San Jose State
1-0
Cal State Fullerton
0-1
Nevada Ia Vegas
Wrth a significant number of key Long Beach
0-1
losses from the 1982 team that posted Pacific
0-0
0-0
an 8-3 season.
San Jose State Utah State
().()
University head football coach Jack Fresno ·
\. Elway and his staff faced a majo~
I

I
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Water Polo squad in line with the best figer

Sports
u·pdate

By Kevin MesSenger

NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL
RAN KINGS
Hawaii
UOP
Stanford

859 2-0
818 1-0
588 0-0

UCLA
San Diego State
cal-Poly
Arizona
Arizona State
Kentucky

525

usc

547

scarr Wrttet'
This )'lB"s Univmity of the Pacif'k:
water polo team is expected to be
among the nation's elite. With 14 of
16 members returning from the 7th
ranked '82 edition, U.O.P. is a
definite NCAA tournament contender and again, one of the Top Ten in
the nation. "We have the team that
can be good enough to challenge the
best teams at the NCAA tournament.
Tt's ipst up to us to get there," said
U.O.P. head water polo coach
Dennis Nugent.
The 1iga's ~their '83 ~
on a disappointing note last Friday as
4th ranked Cal-Berkeley invaded the
Tiger pool and defeated U.O.P. by a
final8-6 tally.
Looking for the season's first
victory, the Tigers travelled to the Cal
Invitational last Saturday. In th"
opener, Stanford scored on a lastsecond lob shot to beat the Tigers S-4,

2-0

2-0

431
404
374
370

11-2

382

9-1

.)• I

2-2
1 ,.

lnt•·amural Action Begins
The Intramural flag football
season got underway last week
with 2 7 teams competing In 4
divisions,
Including
three
womans teams. After two
weeks of play thru Wednesday
the 14th, here Is a look at the
standings of the "A" league
teams.
"A" League
CHIALPHA
ARCHANIA
WOOFHEADS
BOHR
MATAPUTOS

W

3
2
1
0
0

.

but in the day's second match,
U.O.P. came out the victor in an 8-3
decision over U.C. Davis. "We saw
what work we have to do," commented Nugent. "We have a long way to
go," he added.
Despite the opening loss to Cal,
the team displayed excellent balance
as six individuals scored Tiger goals.
"We had good balance, there was
consistency," said Nugent. He also
added, "I was really encouraged by
the fan support. It made it exciting.,'

NOTES:
-Those scorlna aolla vs. Cal were Carl
Gunn, Petet" Galli, John Lautze, Drew Henry,
Kevin He1111ndez, and John Rkbanb.
--Goalie Mike Ennis wu credited ·With I saves
vs. <;at.
--The team travels to U.S.C. on Tbunday tbe
tstb, and wut play In tbe Cal-Irvine Tour·
nament from tbe 16tb·l8tb.
..Tbe aut home aame Ia on Saturday tbe 14th
qalatt Slaaford atl0:30 a.m.

STATISTICALLEADERS:

ooPI

GOALS

_.Ill~~~""

82

Mike Haley
Kevin Hernandez
Dan Holllng1worth
Drew Henry
Johnloutze
Cart Gunn
John Richard•
Brad Nal10n
MlkaWall
RayJohn•on
Pat McCulough
Scott Bretall
Pater Galli
Mike Schwartz

39
31
24
19
12

8
8
6
6
5
5
3
2

AWARD WINNERS:
Mike Ennis--Honorable Mention AllAmerica 2nd team
Mike Haley -· Honorable Mention All·
America AII-PCAA
John lautza -- US Sports Featlvai(Waetboldl
Cart Ounn -- US Sports Faatlval (Wastbold)

Mike Haley makes a powerful shot at goal against Berkeley last Friday.

L
0

Soccer opens

1
2
1
2

By Barbara Allen

The starting midfield will consist
for returners Rob Carew and Marty
Foster, as well as freshman Michael
Sweden, a second team All-Europe
pick last season from Milano, Italy.
Sophomore Azda Hussein and
freshmen Mike Lincoln and Zakaria
Yahaya will add depth to the midfield.
Holding the starting position as
goal keeper will be sophomore Paul
Parkinson, who averaged two goals
scored against him last season .
Backing him up will be freshman
Ryan Minyard.
The Tigers will play the 1983
season as a member of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association, as well as
participating in the Pacific Soccer
Conference. ·UOP will be a member
of the Northern Division of the
PCAA along with San Jose State and
Fresno State, while the Southern
Division will be comprised of Cal
State Fullerton, Long Beach State,

StaHWrlta'

Upcoming events
Indoor Soccer
Volleyball
men&women
Co-Ree
Entries open September 21
October4

------------~---~

' ..,~
' "

Offtclolo ... otill needed fo•
flag football. $14. 00 per game.
Contact Intramural office.

11

~

2
<>

a:
In theirfust home ~-raine, UOP SHUT-OUT' Sonoma State last Saturday night, 6-0.

The UOP men's soccer team may
have their brightest season ever this
year with the experience and talent
the 1983 team possesses.
The 20 man roster boasts eight
new players as well as a good core of
returnees.
The back(ield will revolve
around senior Theodore Benne! and
juniors Burce Scarcia and Geoff
Storey. Sophomore Dave Bond and
freshman Mark Baglieto and Greg
Picker will also add their strength to
the defense.
Last year's MVP and leading
scorer, Lee Geary, will be leading the
offensive attack, with a helpful hand
from team captain Dalton Uuval, last
year's second leading socrer . .. Also in
forward positions are freshmen Zach
Contreras and Ken Speirs, along with
senior Roberto Sanchez.

Notes
-Tbe Tigers flalsbed tbe 1981 seuoa •
overall record of 4-15 and a Padftc Coaf
record of 1-6.
-On September 2, UOP openad U.

·--------------~------------------------------
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UOP Students
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I
nterested in doing volunteer work

I

·:

in the Admissions office?
Share your enthusiasm
for UOP with
prospective students
cconduct Calnpus Tours

:=prospective students over
us. She's Kori'Tat~
,
~a coors srudent ReP ~~~!~~r ~~~~f social even1 you ve
You ve
go
rne'sj your beer expert.for""'
.. ·-'"
now much ·you'II
. ,
She con 1ell you
ond L
ot brewln '
........r coors.
g
\\reallY l<nows ! """
e i1
advice· Call
nee~e~ere to get it ~f:e'~:~ 0~ ice. ge~~~~~:n~~ big success.
so before you pu She'll nelp mal<e the '

c~me involved in campus
recnnbnent
·.
cGain public relations
expenence
·
.

Katl a1 Q!JA-7296

For more information contact
Anne Seed
L____________
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Field Hockey underway i
•
number 1 •

Tigers begin quest for
•
UOP Invitational starts tonight
Sports EdltOI'

their,.,.

NOTES
al-l ~nS tllu far.
tiM
~ra took to tile road l01 1 -The Llldles have won two fo the previous 3 Ina•
Ill four days. 00 viladoi!U defealing Stanford last year 13-15, 15-7,
~~~~~ . '""'""'•~n. res Its werul JU, ~12. 1n 1910 the Tigers bait Houstott-113'
• Toda
e Tlaen ICORS of 15-<i, 15-9 15-4. Their only def5t roiiilng
a nta Barbll'l, a Slnl!at die havds of Nnrlhwestem 15-10; 4-15, 1~. 15p
3-& l u i - -- geme of the IOid II
b Po ou Collele
lh

1 Nla
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Julie Maginot soars high in the air to spike one past Ohio State defenders
during victorious match at A.G. Spanos Center.
11.
-The Ladles went Into tlie Oblo State game wltb
only 7 healthy players.
Unda Vaughn was
awllable If needed, however Cathy Lomb, and
Denise Jezydd are botb sidelined wltb nagging Injuries.
-The 1983 NCAA Championship Tournament
fonnal will differ from last year's fonnal and will

resemble that of the men's NCAA fonnal. As was
the case In 1982, the national volleyball picture will
be divided h)lo four regions - Northwest, West,
South and Mideast. One team from ead1 region
will ftllreseDt that region In the final four. Teams
will NOT lnl'l'el out !If Its own region for regional
rompet111on. Regional sites will be named approximately two weeks prior to the regional data.

The Rebels are also I-1 on the
season defeating Nevada-Reno 28-18
in the opener, but losing to San Jose
State 31-26 in San Jose.
Randall Cunningham hit on 22
of 36 passes for 313 yards and two
touchdowns. "There's no way you
can go into a gaQ_J.e with UNL V and
hope to keep Cunningham from
making yards," said Cope. "We are
going to have to improve our tackling
number one, and secondly create
things by making the big play." The
ball game gets underway Saturday
evening at 7:30.

Notes
--UO P goes Into the game wltbii 1-J record and
wm be looking to duplicate last year's feat of

r

Sports
•
Update

pre-season tournament). They are
more experienced than their years,''
said Konet.
The starting lineup has not yet
been designated. Konet is trying to
find the strongest ' combination of
players, and used the tournament as
an opportunity to experiment.
The two goalies, sophomores Jill ·
Jacobsen and Cindy Norling, are
coached by Dia Donna Lee, who was
an all-American at the University of
Iowa ..
According to Konet, this years'
team has a lot going for it: an excellent new assistant coach, a host of
new talent in the freshman players,
and some experienced players who
are constantly improving.
"We have a tough schedule this
season - almost every team we play is
in the top 20 nationally," Konet said.
"We'll take one game at a time.
Barring any injuries - we don't have a
lot of depth - we should do well. The
team is working hard and they've set
their goals."
The team's goals include
finishing out the season as one of the
top two teams in the conference. This
is one reason why Tuesday's game
against Stanford is so important they are the team to beat.

Football Program Exhibits Class

a"t;

:0

Doreen Jackson

The UOP field hockey team got
its season off to a successful start last
weekend at the NorPac Pre-Season
Tournament at Stanford. In four
games, the team scored eight goals
and allowed just one, winning two
games, losing one and tying one. Next
Tuesday the team returns to Stanford
to open NorPac Conference play.
According to head coach Carla
Konet, it will be a close game, but she
feels confident.
"We expect to beat them, she
says. "We're pretty even. We both
have a similar style and play a controlled game.''
Konet believes that UOP and
Stanford are two of the top teams in
the Conference. Both teams feature
an All-American player: UOP's Luci
Lagrimas, a junior, and Stanford's
Patsy Huntington. Konet is quick to
point out that the team is a very well
balanced although young (only five
of the fourteen players are juniors or
seniors).
"We have a balanced team- a lot
of offensive punch. Also the freshmen,
and sophomores
showed
maturity over the weekend (at the

By Dave Roselli
The UOP Lady Tigers under the
guidance and direction of Dr. Taras
Liskevych successfully opened their
1983 season with a lS~s . lS-6, IS-I
sweep of the Ohio State Buckeyes in
front of 1,100 at the A.G. Spanos
center on Thursday night, the 8th·.
The Tigers, with a starting crew
of Julie Maginot, Theresa Boyle,
Eileen Dempster, Lisa Franco, Jan
Saunders and Robin Burns quickly
eliminated the Buckeyes in S9 minutes
as Boyle and Burns led the number
two ranked Tigers with 10 and 7 kills
.,...,.,-",.."'~,..,.,. respectively.
Julie Maginot and
Eileen Dempster also· helped the tigers
cause with 6 kills a piece.
Coach Terry Liskevych begins
his 8th year as head coach of the
Tigers and managed to pick up his
200th victory as headman on Thursday night. Those 200 victories have
been matched up against only 73
defeats.
The ladies will once again face
B rbara
d
su.ch powers as Hawaii, Stanford,
In ovembean tevada.~ UCLA and San Diego State among
am .
r, ! e Nortben others in 1983. "I want our op'" P100 Will. host th position to stop us. We don't want to
ton champion for th gear efforts to counteracting their
1 e.
game," said Liskevych. "We should
ote
have a good enough team to play
anyone heads up."
n
t4
The first big test for the Tigers
1 1
8
fft Nlot~lsu: .';
wt"• happens this weekend as BYU, CP• c Coaf~r~~ SLO and Northwestern come to town
1 l-4 .
h!:n.rnbw 2 UOP
for the 4th annual UOP invitational .
a 1·.. ,
ropenec~ro
F
The games will be played at the
..,
m resaoP1d11 S
C
b . .
F "d
I lr n t wl a or the llftiOn Oil pahnos - ehntehr fe_gialnnmfg lion . n ay
a•
rd 10 be played ODS~, mg t, wit t. e m s o owmg on
f Jd, ud tbdr ~«oad Will 11 Saturday evemng.
wl tll a 6-0 t h rubl na of Soaoma Silt

SPORTS

...················~

r~ationally ranked team

13

beating tbe Rebels In tbe conference
opener .. . However, the fact that the game Is In
Las Ve11as Instead of Stockton, may make the
order harder to deUver .. . Prlor to las! year'ss
PCAA opening win, tbe Tlgen. bad not won
on opener since 1978 when Chester Cadd.. '
team shupout Long Beach State 14-0
-Last SEASON, T~E Tlgen beat UNLV29-27
wben kicker ~ott Kinney booted a 31-yard
field goal wltb 3:37 lift In tbe game to pull out
tbe victory ... Connlngham was 26-46 for 413
yards In tbe 1111me.
INJURY REPORT : Thomas Cowling will
return to lbe lineup after silting out last week
wltb a broken tbumb ...Tony Camp, wbo
pulled a hamstring during fall camp will be
back In tbe Une-up , be may be restricted to
limited duty. Punter Manball Lampson tore
llgements In bls ankle during practice and he
wilL be losl for the xas011. Mlde Holfore,
Uooel Manel, and Kirby Warren are all
probable.

Schedule of Events

Friday, September 16,
Men's Soccer
Voleyball
Water Polo
at Santa Barbara
7:30p.m.
UOP Invitational
5:30 & 7:30
UOP vs Northwestern
7:30
BYU vs Cal-Poly
5:30
UC Irvine Tourney at Newport
(All Day)
.
Saturday, September 17.
Football
Volleyball
Water Polo
at Nevada-Las Vegas
7:30p.m.
UOP Invitational (Finals)
5:30 & 7:30
UC Irvine Tourney at New port
(AllDay)
Sunday. September 18.
Water Polo
Men's Soccer
UC Irvine Tourney at New port
(All Day)
at Pomona
2:00p.m.
Tuesday, September 20.
Field Hockey
Men' s Soccer
Volleyball
at Stanford 3: 30p.m.
Home, UC Santa Cruz
3 :30p.m.
Home,UCSB
7 :30p.m.
• Thursday. September 2 2 .
Voleyball
at Tennessee

\.

--------------,
Domino's
Pizza
-Delivers.

ents
®

work

Additional Items
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Ham
Onions
Pineapple
Green Peppers
Black Olives
Sausage
Ground Beef
Tomatoes
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16~ pizza $1.25 per item

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend Of Sauce
and Real Cheese

?

~~

Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
~
1.2" Cheese $4.45
16" Cheese $6.60

m

Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4
Pepperon~ Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers
and Sausage
12" Deluxe$ 7.85
16" Deluxe $11.60

Don't wait in slow lines
for fast food. I

Cola Available!
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

Price Destroyer·
Limited portions of 9
items for the price of 5
Pepperon~ Ham, Ground
Beef, Sausage, Black
Olives, Green Peppers,
Onions. Mushrooms and
Extra Cheese
·
12"' Price Destroyer· $ 8.70
16" Price Destroyer· $1 2.85

Call us to see If you

are In our delivery area.
Drivers carry less
than $20.00.
~1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

r---------------~I

:r---------------~
30
:

Domino's Pizza welcomes
you back to campus. For
over 20 years we~ been
delivering hot, tasty pizzas
to hungry students across
America
The best part (besides
the pizza!) is that you
don't have to wait in line.

-----------

_..J

So why wait! Call us
with your order and relax.
Domino's Pizza Delivers...

Call Us!
Fast, Free Delivery..
4343 Pacific Ave.
Stockton (Also serving
Univ. of the Pacific)

952-6464
Hours:
4:30pm-1am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. & Sat

I

:

minutes ;
or free! ;

I

II your p1zza does not I
arrive with1n 30 minutes, I
present this coupon lo I
the dnver for a free
I

I
I

I

I
I
I

pizza.
One couDon per pizza
Exp:rc$· 9-30·83
Fa!'t FrE-t- Dt>livery'
43~.:. P.:.=ih:.. Ave.
Phone: 952·6464

:

II
I
I
I
I

em
· .

-f.

~ ·
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·

I,
I
I
;

I

I
I
I

I1

$1.50 off any

1

2-item or more pizza

1
1
I

1

1
1

1

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

i
I

I

One coupon per pizza
Expires: S.3o-63

Feat, Free OeiNe'Y4343 Pacific Ave.

.Phone: 852-6464
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1
1
I

I

1
1
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A Special Student Appreciation
SALE

watt speaks

AT THE UOP BOOKSTORE AND ELECTRONICS·

STORE. THIS SALE OF'FERS FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
TO UOP STUDENTS

Interior Secretary J~mde Wat
d
charactenze
Wednes ay
. ·na hi co I
mmission revteWI .
co
am as navmg
:SJn:r :~g;ou can have. I have
bl ck I have a womart, two J
;d 'a cripple." T~~ rem
~rought immediate cnttci m
all sides which Watt a!l we~ed hy
'ssuing a statement calling hi wor·
l
ds "unfortunate.

..

Lebanon deal

MUST SHOW ASUOP CARD OR PROOF OF REGISTRATION AT TIME OF
PURCHASE

Ronald
Reagan
and
Democratic leaders worked out
deal Tuesday which approved t h
deployment o f U.S. Marine In
Lebanon for another 18 month •
The deal averted a potenti I con·
stitutional crisis over the Ad·
ministration's refu a1 to reco ni1
the War Powers Act. The Marin
are now OK'ed for u e in th
~~~-- until March of 198.5.
In t:elianon, tile U ••
has shelled position n yr
controlled territory for th 1 t
three days as an answer to ar t ill r
rounds shot at Marines prot tin
the Beirut area.

Southern trade
aid

~n~as~ivedprogram or foreign

.
ra e conce sion
MeXIco
would be

to

than the Admhti t miore effective
immi rat'
s rat on- upport d
that ~on~~s ~eform legl latlon
means of
IS considerin
illegal ali staunching the now of
d
ens across the u
er, Sen. Pete W'I
: . lr·
day,
I son A1d M n

DeLorean no II r

September 19-23
Fantastic Discounts to UOP Students
Because We Love You '•
•

"WE'RE MORE THAN .
A BOOKSTORE "
JUST
University Book Store
University Centtr • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-23~9

n·tg threat

